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ABSTRACT 
 
ROCK FEATURES OF THE UPPER KLAMATH BASIN: AN INTEGRATED 
APPROACH TO IDENTIFICATION  
by 
 
Roman Stanley Jakien 
 
March 2018 
 
Rock features are human-made rock structures, often created by native peoples in 
the past and currently recorded as archaeological sites.  In the Upper Klamath Basin of 
Oregon/California, these features are often difficult to identify.  As a result, some features 
are left unrecorded and unprotected from land management activities.  To help protect 
these sites, a rock feature recordation system was developed, formatted to help 
archaeologists identify, classify, determine an origin, and assign a general age to rock 
features discovered in the field.  This guide includes a series of dichotomous keys and 
recordation forms, supplemented with original illustrations and contextual data gathered 
from pertinent resources.  The system was tested at archaeological site 35KL3751, 
located in southern Oregon.  Forty rock formations were tested, identifying 34 
archaeological rock features, 1 recently constructed rock feature, and 5 naturally 
occurring rock formations.  Edits to the field guide were made in light of issues 
encountered during testing.     
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Upper Klamath Basin (Figure 1), located in south-central Oregon and 
northeastern California, is a complex landscape, both geologically and culturally.  It is a 
volcanic landscape, comprised of vast lava flows that have broken-down and weathered 
over the millennia.  It is also the traditional homeland of the Klamath and Modoc, who 
for many years have utilized the area for subsistence and religious practice (Stern 1998).  
Archaeological sites are found throughout the region, many of which include human-
made rock structures, often referred to as rock features (Deur 2016:250).  Some of these 
rock features hold special interest to current tribal members because of their connection 
to the spiritual and ceremonial practices of their ancestors (Deur 2016; Haynal 2000).  
However, these features are often difficult to identify by archaeologists (Hildebrandt et 
al. 2015) and many have been disturbed or destroyed due to lack of proper identification.  
The rocky landscape makes identification particularly difficult when trying to decipher 
between natural rock formations and human-made rock features.  The Klamath Tribes, 
who consist of the Klamath, Modoc, and Yahooskin Paiute cultural groups, are concerned 
about the protection and preservation of rock feature sites on public lands in the Upper 
Klamath Basin (Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Hildebrandt 2015).   
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Figure 1. The Upper Klamath Basin (modified from Klamath Watershed Partnership 2016). 
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For decades, archaeologists have strived to develop appropriate methods for 
identifying, classifying and documenting rock features.  Guidelines for rock feature 
classification and interpretation of past function have been written, although largely 
unpublished in Master’s theses and technical reports (e.g., Green 1987; Hildebrandt et al. 
2015; Winthrop et al. 1995; White 1980).  Ethnographic research detailing the connection 
between rock features and the spiritual, ritualistic, and ceremonial practices of native 
groups in southern Oregon and northern California has helped with developing these 
methods (e.g., Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Moret-Ferguson 2013; Ray 
1963; Spier 1930; Theodoratus et al. 1990).  This ethnographic information has not only 
aided archaeologists in their interpretations of rock feature sites, but has also increased 
awareness of their cultural importance and shed light on the need for increased 
protection.    
While past researchers have typologically classified rock features and developed 
methods for identifying and documenting them, prior to this thesis, no comprehensive 
and simplistic approach had fully been developed.  In two independent studies, Green 
(1987) and Hildebrandt et al. (2015) classified rock feature types and developed methods 
for identification and interpretation of past function.  However, neither researcher created 
a systematic procedure for rock feature recordation.  In two other studies, White (1980) 
and Winthrop et al. (1995) developed rock feature recording methods, but did not 
develop comprehensive classification schemes.  Hildebrandt et al. (2015) examined the 
geology of south-central Oregon and northeastern California to aid in rock feature 
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detection, but did not detail some important geomorphic processes that could aid in 
identification.       
There is no doubt that the study of rock features in southern Oregon and northern 
California is evolving as researchers continue to hone their methods.  This thesis aims to 
continue that trend by developing a comprehensive rock feature identification, 
classification and recordation system.  This integrated approach is built upon previous 
research and supplemented with newly developed methods to help the field archaeologist 
classify a feature type, determine if it is likely naturally occurring or human-made, and 
assign it a general age.  This system is formatted into a simple, yet comprehensive guide 
that can easily be used by archaeologists in the field.  
Firstly, the guide presents information gleaned from the ethnographic literature to 
help broaden the understanding of rock features and shed light on their significance and 
past function.  Secondly, the systematic approach for identification, classification and 
recordation is introduced that includes a series of dichotomous keys.  Dichotomous Key 
#1 includes classifications of ten common rock feature types found in the Upper Klamath 
Basin and helps the field archaeologist classify the feature type they have identified in the 
field.  Dichotomous Key #2 helps the field archaeologist determine if the rock feature is 
likely natural or human-made and Dichotomous Key #3 helps the field archaeologist 
determine if the feature was likely recently constructed or prehistoric or historic in origin 
(>50 years old).  Thirdly, rock feature recordation forms are introduced.  These forms 
help the field archaeologist capture important information about the features that can be 
included with an archaeological site record.  The dichotomous keys and recordation 
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forms are supplemented with original illustrations and contextual data gleaned from 
various ethnographic studies, archaeological reports and technical papers.  
A draft of the field guide was tested at archaeological site 35KL3751, located in 
south-central Oregon.  This site, initially recorded by this researcher in 2012, was chosen 
because it includes a variety of rock feature types commonly found in the region (Jakien 
and Kraus 2012).  Applying the rock feature guide’s methodology in the field not only 
tested its ease of use, but brought to light potential issues with the keys and forms.  These 
issues were later corrected for the final draft of the field guide. 
 The significance of this thesis is to increase the understanding of rock features in 
the Upper Klamath Basin, fill a void in the archaeological literature, and decrease the 
instances of damaged and destroyed sites due to lack of identification and appreciation. 
This was an issue brought to light during the construction of the Ruby Pipeline, when the 
federally recognized Klamath Tribes voiced their concerns about the protection of these 
features and preservation of the landscape on which they are found (Berry 2010; Deur 
2016; Hildebrandt et al. 2015).  An increase in identification and protection would not 
only benefit the Tribes, but land managing agencies and private contracting firms as well.  
The guide could be used as a template for field guides in other geographic areas with 
similar landscapes and archaeological feature types, and as a research tool to broaden the 
understanding of Native American rock features throughout the region.  
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Organization of Thesis 
 
 Chapter II examines the biophysical and cultural context of the Upper Klamath 
Basin with a focus on the Gerber Block, the study area for this thesis.  An overview of 
archaeological site 35KL3751 is also included.  Chapter III defines what rock features 
are, discusses the significance of rock features in Klamath and Modoc culture, and 
reviews previously developed rock feature identification, classification and recordation 
methods.  Chapter IV addresses the challenges archaeologists face when recording rock 
features, and introduces approaches to aid in the recordation process.  Chapter V presents 
the Rock Feature Field Guide and explains how it should be used.  Chapter VI details the 
application of the guide at test site 35KL3751, the issues encountered during testing, and 
the changes made in light of these issues.  Chapter VII first discusses the successes and 
challenges of the thesis and then examines management strategies in the Gerber 
Recreation Area, including potential alternatives for the future.  
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CHAPTER II 
STUDY AREA 
 
The Gerber Block lies near the eastern edge of the Upper Klamath Basin in south-
central Oregon and consists of approximately 112,000 acres of private and public lands 
(Figure 2).  The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Lakeview District, administers 
approximately 94,000 acres of this area, called the Gerber Recreation Area (Leet 2001).  
The Gerber Block is located roughly 42 miles east of Klamath Falls, Oregon, and extends 
south to the border of California.  This location was chosen as the study area for this 
thesis for a variety of reasons.  Firstly, it exhibits diverse environmental and geological 
characteristics representative of the Upper Klamath Basin as a whole.  Secondly, it is an 
area that was traditionally used by local tribes for ritualistic and seasonal subsistence 
activities and is a landscape where rock features have been documented (Deur 2016:160).  
Thirdly, site 35KL3751, the archaeological site tested as part of this thesis, is located 
within the Gerber Block.     
This chapter will look at the physiography of the Upper Klamath Basin and the 
Gerber Block, examining the geology, landscape characteristics, climate, and vegetation.  
It will then explore the cultural context of the area including an overview of the regional 
prehistoric archaeology and cultural chronology, description of historic tribal divisions, 
traditional land use by the Modoc, and historic developments.  Lastly, an overview of site 
35KL3751 will be presented.  
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Figure 2. The Gerber Block (Deur 2016:159). 
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Biophysical Context 
 
The Upper Klamath Basin lies within a region called the Modoc Plateau, an area 
situated between the Basin and Range and Cascade Range physiographic provinces 
(McKee et al. 1983:293).  The physiography of the Modoc Plateau is transitional between 
the two provinces, and is characterized by vertically offset small faults distributed 
throughout the region (McKee et al. 1983:293).  Generally, this area has interior drainage 
with streams flowing into low lakes and playas (Silvermoon 1986).  An exception is the 
Klamath River, which drains into the Pacific Ocean in northern California.  The Upper 
Klamath Basin is situated west of Summer and Silver Lake, south of the Deschutes River 
headwaters, and north of the McCloud and Pit River headwaters (Stern 1998).  
Within the Upper Klamath Basin lies the Gerber Block, an area largely composed 
of uplifted and faulted volcanic uplands (Leet 2001:13).  The geology consists primarily 
of late Miocene and early Pliocene (5 to 10 million year old) volcanic basalt flows, tuff 
flows and breccias, with Pleistocene and Holocene stream and lake sediment deposits 
(Leet 2001; McKee et al. 1983).  The Gerber Block lies within a lava field that spans at 
least 12,400 square kilometers and is locally known as the “Devils Garden” (Figure 3).  
The Devils Garden lava field is composed primarily of olivine tholeiite basalts with 
diktytax-itic texture, although a small portion (3% to 4%) is composed of andesite flows 
with areas of rhyolite found mostly in the northern portion (McKee et al. 1983:292-295).  
McKee et al. (1983:292) estimate the lava around the Oregon-California border and 
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Figure 3. Distribution of the Devils Garden Lava Field (Hildebrandt et al. 2015:7). The approximate 
location of the Gerber Block is represented by the dashed yellow rectangle. 
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upwards into Oregon to be greater than 70 meters thick in places, although the majority 
of the flow is likely less than 10 meters thick.  Basaltic eruptive centers such as Goodlow 
Mountain, Paddock Butte and Horsefly Mountain are located in the general vicinity, 
although a connection between these landforms and the Devils Garden lava field is 
unknown (Wenzel 1979:4).  Soil deposition is mostly shallow and rocky, with a stony 
loam surface horizon and stony and silty loam subsoils (Franklin and Dyrness 1988).   
During the Pleistocene (2.58 million years ago to 11,700 years ago), the northern 
Great Basin was cool and wet.  Glaciers covered the southern Cascades, and the broad 
valleys filled with water, creating large pluvial lakes (Dicken 1980).  These lakes were at 
their largest during the last glacial maximum, 24,000 to 28,000 years ago (Aikens et al. 
2011).  The pluvial lake located closest to the Gerber Block was Lake Modoc, which 
covered the Langell Valley, Tule Lake, Upper and Lower Klamath Lakes, the Swan Lake 
Basin, Yonna Basin and Poe Valley (Dicken 1980; Silvermoon 1986).  The geographic 
extent of Pluvial Lake Modoc at its maximum is depicted in Figure 4.   
These lakes began to recede around 18,000 years ago, with increased rates of 
reduction due to warmer and drier conditions during the early and middle Holocene 
(Dicken 1980; Jenkins et al. 2004).  Jenkins et al. (2004:16) suggests that increased 
aridity during the Lunette Lake Period (9,000 to 6,000 cal. BP) made many Northern 
Great Basin lakes disappear, only to be rejuvenated during the wetter Bergen Period 
(6,000 to 3,000 cal. BP).  Multiple intervals of short-term, wet and dry climate 
fluctuations have taken place over the last 3,000 years, with the most recent occurring in 
the early 1980s.  During this time, a four-year wet cycle developed where shallow lakes  
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Figure 4. Geographic extent of Pluvial Lake Modoc. High shoreline as depicted by Dicken (1980:181) 
juxtaposed with satellite imagery and state and county boundaries.  
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and marshes throughout the Great Basin were rejuvenated.  However, by the end of the 
decade as conditions became drier, these bodies of water shrank back to previous levels 
where they remain today (Aikens et al. 2011:42).  
Currently, remnants of pluvial lakes can be found within close proximity to the 
Gerber Block, including Tule Lake and the Upper and Lower Klamath Lakes (Dicken 
1980).  Summer Lake, Lake Abert, and Goose Lake are also located nearby, and 
represent remnants of pluvial Lake Chewaucan and pluvial Goose Lake, respectively 
(Allison 1982).  Silvermoon (1986:12) suggests that over the last 7,000 years, the Gerber 
Block shifted between dry grassland and wet meadow environments, and due to its high 
elevation did not experience the pluvial lake conditions of the Langell Valley, located 
directly west.   
Historically, Upper Klamath Basin summers were dry and snow was common 
during winter months.  This was due to the high elevation and location within the rain 
shadow of the Cascades.  Annual precipitation in Klamath Falls between 1887 and 2004 
was 13.41 inches, with annual snowfall at 36.6 inches (Western Regional Climate Center 
2016).  Over that same time period, temperatures averaged 31.6 degrees Fahrenheit 
during winter months and 65.2 degrees Fahrenheit during summer months (Western 
Regional Climate Center 2016). 
United States Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic maps show that much of 
the Gerber Block lies above 4,000 feet elevation, with some highpoints above 5,000 feet.  
The landscape consists of rocky tablelands and small canyons, as well as ridges and 
valleys that offer natural springs, wet meadows, creeks and small lakes (Beckham 2000; 
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Brown 2011).  Early cadastral surveyors in 1868 and 1871 described the environment as 
a prairieland surrounded by timber, with numerous springs and grasslands appropriate for 
grazing (Brown 2011:1).   
According to Franklin and Dyrness (1988:44-45) the Gerber Block is composed 
of three major forest and steppe vegetation zones.  These include the Pinus ponderosa 
Zone, a forested zone; the Shrub-Steppe Zone, a sagebrush dominated area; and the 
Juniperus occidentalis Zone, a transition zone between forested Ponderosa pine and 
sagebrush shrub-steppe.  Ponderosa pine is the dominant forest type, and in some higher 
elevation microenvironments it can be found in association with incense cedar, white fir, 
and sugar pine (Hopkins 1979).  Western juniper grows in the drier areas with rocky 
soils, while aspen stands are sometimes found near springs, creeks and wet meadows.  
Over the past century, the suppression of fire on the landscape due to the efforts of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), Forest Service and the BLM has dramatically 
increased the number of juniper (Beckham 2000; Bureau of Land Management 2004).  
Recent efforts have been made in the Gerber Recreation Area to reduce the number of 
juniper to historic levels through cutting, chipping and pile burning (Bureau of Land 
Management 2004).     
The area contains a variety of shrubs, sedges, rushes, forbs, and grasses.  Shrubs 
include sagebrush, manzanita, mountain mahogany, rabbitbrush, bitterbrush, Ceanothus, 
snowberry, plums, twinberry, serviceberry, currant and chokecherry.  In the open, shrub-
steppe zones, sagebrush and grass species dominate, although, epos, balsamroot, desert 
parsley and wax currant may be present.  In wet meadows, tuffed hairgrass, camas, white 
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camas and a variety of sedges and rushes may be found (Hopkins 1979; Silvermoon 
1986:7-8).   
The Klamath Basin is located on the Pacific Flyway, a major north-south 
migratory route for many species of waterfowl (Wilson 2010).  Historically, more than 80 
percent of waterfowl using the Pacific Flyway funneled into the Klamath Basin during 
their migration (Wilson 2010:25).  The bodies of water and wet meadows located within 
the Gerber Block offer a resting area for many bird species.  The Gerber Block is also 
located within the range of the interstate deer herd, with mule deer migrating through the 
area in the late spring and fall (Cannon 1984:6; Deur 2016:175).  Pronghorn antelope and 
Roosevelt elk are also found in the area along with coyote, bobcat, black bear, and 
mountain lion (Loy 1976).  Historically, bighorn sheep, gray wolf, and grizzly bear 
inhabited the area, and domesticated dogs were kept by the Modoc (Ray 1963; 
Silvermoon 1986).  Various fish species including sucker, chub, dace, perch and trout, 
along with eels (lampreys), turtles, and mussels were historically found within the waters 
of the northeastern Upper Klamath Basin (Sampson 1985). 
 
Cultural Context 
Regional Prehistoric Archaeology and Cultural Chronology 
 
 As the glaciers dwindled and pluvial lake waters receded, the riparian 
environments along the edges of these shallow lakes offered early native peoples an 
abundance of natural resources.  The archaeological record indicates the Summer Lake 
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Basin, located north of the Gerber Block within the Northern Great Basin of Oregon, has 
likely been occupied by humans for at least 14,500 years (Aikens et. al. 2011).  
Excavations at the Paisley 5 Mile Point Caves (35LK3400), located within the Summer 
Lake Basin, have recovered Western Stemmed projectile points dated to 11,070 to 11,340 
BP (Jenkins et al. 2012).  Coprolites with human DNA excavated from the site have been 
radiocarbon dated to 12,450 BP (Jenkins et al. 2012).  These dates make the Paisley 
Caves one of the oldest definitely-dated archaeological sites in the Americas.     
Aikens et al. (2011:49) refer to this earliest period of human occupation in the 
Northern Great Basin as the Paisley Period (>15,700 to 12,900 BP).  The Paisley Period 
began in pre-Clovis time, extended through the local Clovis horizon (≈13,000 BP), and 
ended with the onset of the late Pleistocene Younger Dryas climate event (Aikens et al. 
2011:49; Jenkins et al. 2004:8).  Bedwell (1973:141-143) suggests that during this time 
period, inhabitants of the Northern Great Basin were likely migratory hunters and 
foragers with an economy not strongly focused on lakeside environments.  Within 
Oregon, the earliest well-dated stone projectile point technology found at Paisley Period 
sites belong to the Western Stemmed Complex, with Clovis technology overlapping 
towards the middle and end of the period (Aikens et al. 2011:42-43; Jenkins et al. 2012).  
Important sites likely dating to the Paisley Period located within the Northern Great 
Basin of Oregon include the Paisley 5 Mile Point Caves (35LK3400), Fossil Lake 
Camelid Kill Site (35LK524), the Dietz Site (35LK1529), the Sage Hen Gap 
(35HA3548), and Catlow Cave (Aikens et al. 2011:54-58).    
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 The Fort Rock Period (12,900 to 9,000 BP) followed the Paisley Period, 
beginning with the transition between the end of the Pleistocene and the beginning of the 
Holocene (Aikens et al. 2011:61).  During this time, early Holocene inhabitants of the 
Northern Great Basin were dependent on the rich resources (particularly waterfowl) 
found around the shallow and warm wetlands created by the receding pluvial lakes 
(Bedwell 1973).  At this point, many Pleistocene animals hunted during the Paisley 
Period were no longer available, and while people continued to be mobile hunters and 
foragers, they likely wintered in rockshelters and caves near lakes and wetlands where 
resources were available throughout the year (Aikens et al. 2011:71).  Technologies 
commonly associated with the Fort Rock Period, or what Bedwell (1973:170) defined as 
the Western Pluvial Lakes Tradition, include Western Stemmed points, crescents, large 
scrapers, choppers, and cobblestone tools (Aikens et al. 2011:61). 
 The Lunette Lake Period (9,000 to 6,000 BP) followed the Fort Rock Period and 
represents a time of increased temperature and aridity throughout the Northern Great 
Basin (Aikens et al. 2011:74).  The human population at this time was likely very sparse 
and mobile, utilizing temporary lakeside camps.  In the lowlands, people hunted rabbits 
and waterfowl, collected eggs, and harvested camas and seeds, while in the higher 
elevations they hunted deer and elk (Aikens et al. 2011:79).  The archaeological record 
shows little evidence of permanent dwellings or storage features during this period 
(Jenkins et al. 2004:8).  Technologies associated with the Lunette Lake Period include 
Cascade-style and Northern Side-notched projectile points, ground-stone, and basketry  
(Aikens et al. 2011; Jenkins et al. 2004).  
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 The Bergen Period (6,000 to 3,000 BP) is characterized by moderate temperatures 
and increased precipitation.  At this time basin lakes were rejuvenated, becoming very 
productive resource areas (Aikens et al. 2011:80).  The archaeological record shows an 
increased sedentary lifeway during this period as evidenced by large house features and 
storage pits found along the margins of lakes and wetlands (Jenkins et al. 2004:8).  At 
this point, large game animals were hunted in both the lowlands and highlands, and 
intensive fishing and seed collection was commonplace (Aikens et al. 2011:106).  Long-
distance trading also occurred as evidenced by exotic shell and stone beads found at 
archaeological sites dating to this period (Jenkins et al. 2004:8). 
 The last prehistoric cultural period in the Northern Great Basin was the Boulder 
Village Period (3000 BP to historic contact) (Aikens et al. 2011).  Climactic fluctuations 
between wet and dry conditions at this time had direct effects on population density and 
habitation locations.  Aikens et al. (2011:109) suggests that during this period people 
congregated in areas with more stable water sources, and a dependency on seasonally 
reliable resources like fish and root crops dictated village site locations.  Intensified 
trading of goods and slaves as well as increased conflicts between neighboring groups 
was also a characteristic of the Boulder Village Period (Aikens et al. 2011; Sampson 
1985). 
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Archaeology in the Upper Klamath Basin 
 
While the archaeological record within the Upper Klamath Basin shows little 
definitive evidence for Paisley Period or Fort Rock Period human occupation, it is 
assumed the lakes and wetlands within the basin had the same attraction to the earliest 
native peoples (Stern 1998).  Archaeological evidence from multiple sites throughout the 
basin indicates a long history of human occupation, going back at least 7,500 years 
(Mack 1991).  Mack’s (1991) cultural overview of the Klamath River Canyon describes 
use of the area by native peoples between about 7,500 BP to historic times, with an 
abandonment of the canyon by the early 1800s.  According to Mack (1991:72), the 
earliest firm evidence of human occupation in the canyon dates to 7,646 ±400 BP.  The 
period from 2,200 BP to historic times saw dramatic population growth as evidenced by 
the possible first introduction of housepits in the canyon (Mack 1991:78-79). 
Excavations at the Nightfire Island site located at Lower Klamath Lake revealed 
an occupational sequence from approximately 6,950 to 550 BP (Sampson 1985).  The 
Kawumkan Springs Midden site, located along the confluence of the Sprague and 
Williamson rivers revealed dates of 5,000 BP for the earliest major occupation (Aikens 
and Minor 1978).  Archaeological investigations at both sites recovered many 
radiocarbon dates as well as diverse assemblages of projectile points, ground-stone tools, 
bone and antler artifacts, structure remnants, and floral and faunal remains.  At Nightfire 
Island, multiple cemetery locations were discovered with partially cremated remains, 
consistent with historic Modoc burial rituals.  Arrowheads were also found in association, 
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suggesting some individuals died a violent death (Sampson 1985).  These artifacts, 
features, and associated radiocarbon dates shed light on the adaptations of past peoples to 
environmental change through time while utilizing the river, lake, and wetland resources 
of the area (Aikens et al. 2011: Silvermoon 1986:41-49). 
 The Gerber Block subarea of the Upper Klamath Basin has seen limited 
archaeological research, most of which has been pedestrian surveys.  According to Sara 
Boyko, Klamath Falls BLM Archaeologist (personal communication, 2016), numerous 
sites have been recorded in the Gerber Block during cultural resource surveys, although 
few have had intensive archaeological investigations.  Unpublished reports and site 
records show the presence of a wide variety of artifacts and features located across the 
Gerber Block, including habitation sites, resource processing centers, lithic scatters, rock 
art sites, culturally modified trees (CMTs), and rock feature sites.  
In 1982, the lands surrounding Gerber Reservoir located within the Gerber Block 
were inventoried for cultural resources by the BLM (Cannon 1984).  According to 
Cannon (1984:3), little was known about the archaeology of the Gerber Reservoir area 
prior to the survey, although two large sites containing rock rings had previously been 
recorded.  The inventory revealed twelve prehistoric sites found near water sources with 
“house rings” and lithic scatters (Cannon 1984:8).  Cannon (1984:13) also described rock 
rings present at various other locations within the Gerber Block including near Dry 
Prairie, Big Adobe Reservoir, Round Valley Reservoir, the Bumpheads, and Antelope 
Creek.      
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 In 1986, the University of Oregon Archaeological Field School test excavated the 
Peninsula Site (35KL87), located within the Gerber Block, adjacent to the Gerber 
Reservoir (Silvermoon 1986).  This project revealed the presence of 28 circular rock 
features, one rectangular rock feature, bedrock mortars, grinding surfaces, mauls, pestles, 
hammerstones, petroglyphs, and lithic scatters (Silvermoon 1986:65).  The oldest 
radiocarbon date, obtained from a charcoal sample taken from an excavation unit, dated 
to 1,089 ±70 BP, while obsidian hydration analysis and projectile point typology 
comparisons shed light on older occupations.  According to Silvermoon (1986:150), 
evidence indicates that occupation of the Peninsula Site falls within the last 4,000 to 
5,000 years.  Cannon (1984:16) suggested that based on projectile points found in the 
area, occupation around the Gerber Reservoir occurred between 4,500 BC (6,450 BP) to 
historic times.       
 
Modoc Ethnography and History 
 
The Gerber Block lies within the traditional lands of the Modoc people (Stern 
1998; see Figure 5).  In the 19th century, Modoc territory extended northeast from Mt. 
Shasta to border the Klamath River to the northwest, Yainax Butte to the north, Goose 
Lake to the east and the Medicine Lake Highlands to the south (Beckham 2000; Stern 
1998; Ray 1963).  Neighboring groups included the Klamath to the north, the Yahooskin 
Northern Paiute to the northeast, the Kidudotado Northern Paiute to the east, the 
Achumawi to the south, and the Shasta to the west (Silvermoon 1986). 	  
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Figure 5. Klamath and Modoc traditional territories (modified from Deur 2016:3). The mapped territories 
follow (Stern 1998:Fig. 1) juxtaposed with modern BLM parcels and other federal lands. The approximate 
location of the Gerber Block is represented by the gray rectangle. 
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According to Ray (1963:202-205), at the time of historic contact, the Modoc were 
divided into three or four distinct bands: the Gumbatawa, the Paskanwas, the Kowiwas, 
and the Akuastkni.  The Gumbatawa, or “people of the west” resided in the western 
portion of traditional Modoc territory, around Lower Klamath Lake and the western edge 
of Tule Lake.  The Paskanwas, or “river people” resided in the Lower Lost River Valley, 
south to the northern end of Tule Lake.  The Kowiwas, or “people of the far out country” 
resided in the eastern portion of traditional Modoc territory, within the Upper Lost River 
Valley, the eastern shores of Tule Lake, Clear Lake, and the western shores of Goose 
Lake.  The Akuastkni was a name sometimes used to refer to Modocs living in the 
southwestern-most portion of Modoc territory, around the southern end of Lower 
Klamath Lake to Mt. Shasta.  Ray (1963:203) suggested these divisions did not represent 
ethnic or cultural lines, but rather minor variations in life-ways caused by environmental 
differences.  According to Deur (2016:160), the Kowiwas were the group who most often 
utilized the land within the Gerber Block for religious and seasonal subsistence activities.   
Deur (2016:160) suggests that the lands within the Gerber Block were mostly 
utilized prior to Euro-American settlement by Modocs “maintaining seasonal camps in 
the rugged area from which they hunted deer from the Interstate Herd.”  Deur (2016:160) 
also notes that the Klamath and Modoc who traditionally utilized the area were “not 
merely ‘roaming’ through, but were engaged in regular and sometimes intensive resource 
harvests, seasonal settlement, and ritual activity.”  Archaeological evidence from the 
Peninsula Site, and numerous other recorded sites throughout the Gerber Block supports 
Deur’s claim.     
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The Modoc based their subsistence on the seasonal harvesting of fish, migratory 
birds, roots, seeds, berries, fruits and a variety of game animals (Stern 1998:448-450).  
The annual migration from one resource to another started in the spring, usually in 
March, when the Modoc dismantled their winter villages, put them in storage, and headed 
to the fisheries to harvest suckers from runs that lasted three to four weeks (Ray 
1963:180-181).  Shovel-nosed, dugout canoes were retrieved from shallow waters, where 
they had been submerged to prevent splitting, and the men harvested suckers with long-
handled, A-frame dip nets, spears, and traps (Ray 1963:193-195; Stern 1966:11).  
Women would process and preserve the fish by laying them on pine sapling racks to dry 
in the sun (Ray 1963:181; Stern 1998). 
When the sucker runs declined in May, some Modocs would move to seasonal 
root digging grounds where the women would harvest epos roots and the men would 
collect waterfowl eggs and fish for trout (Ray 1963:181).  Epos (Perideridia oregana) 
was a main staple for the Modoc, who harvested the plant’s tuberous root in great 
quantity for immediate consumption and processing for winter storage.  The epos harvest 
usually lasted three to four weeks prior to the plant blooming (Ray 1963:198).  In June 
and July, camas (Camassia quamash) bulbs were ripe in the wet meadows.  These bulbs 
were collected, baked in earthen ovens, and dried in the sun for winter storage (Stern 
1998; Ray 1963:181).  In late July, hunting for antelope and mountain sheep commenced 
along with the gathering and processing of water-lily seeds (Ray 1963:181-182; Stern 
1966:12).  Seeds of the yellow pond-lily (Nuphar polysepalum), called wokas in 
Klamath, were an important staple for the Klamath and Modoc (Stern 1998:449).  August 
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and September presented the Modoc with a second run of suckers to complement the 
ripening of lowland berries and fruit.  Fall offered higher elevation huckleberry harvests 
and big game hunting of elk and deer.  By late October, the Modoc would return to their 
permanent winter villages, located along the banks of the Lost River and Clear, Tule, and 
Lower Klamath Lakes, reconstruct their dwellings, and prepare for the upcoming winter 
(Ray 1963:182; Theodoratus 1990:15).  
The Modoc, along with their neighbors the Klamath and the Yahooskin Northern 
Paiute, ceded much of their traditional lands to the United States government with the 
Treaty of 1864, that was signed in October of that year and ratified in 1869 (Stern 1998; 
James 2008).  Under this treaty, the three tribes shared a single designation as the 
“Klamath Tribe” (later changed to the “Klamath Tribes”).  They also shared a single 
reservation, the Klamath Reservation, located within the Upper Klamath Basin, north of 
the modern town of Klamath Falls, Oregon (James 2008).   
In April of 1870, a group of over 300 Modocs left the reservation and reoccupied 
their traditional homelands in the Lost River Valley (James 2008:35).  Motivations for 
their leaving included discontent with their forced relocation onto traditional Klamath 
lands and an overall feeling of mistreatment by the Klamath (Riddle 1914; Stern 1998).  
On November 29, 1872, U.S. Army troops were dispatched from Fort Klamath to 
forcefully move the Modocs back to the Klamath Reservation.  Fighting ensued and the 
Modoc village was burned (Riddle 1914).  Many Modocs fled to the lava beds along the 
banks of Tule Lake and reorganized under the leadership of a Modoc named Keintpoos, 
also known as Captain Jack (James 2008).  The goal of Keintpoos and his followers was 
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to negotiate with the U.S. government and establish a Modoc reservation within their 
traditional homelands, either along the Lost River, at Hot Creek, or within the Lava Beds 
(Riddle 1914).  This reservation never materialized, and the series of violent clashes and 
failed negotiations between the Modoc band and the U.S. Army during 1872 and 1873 is 
now known as the Modoc War (Stern 1998).  A Modoc defeat eventually led to the 
relocation of many Modocs to Oklahoma, while others remained confined to the Klamath 
Reservation (Deur 2016; James 2008). 
 
Euro-American Migration and Modern Land Use 
 
 In the 1860s, interest in the Klamath Basin increased as word spread regarding its 
suitability for livestock grazing.  General Land Office (GLO) records indicate that 
settlement in Langell Valley, west of the Gerber Block, began in earnest in the 1870s 
(Beckham 2000:19).  While some early Euro-American settlers moved to the Gerber 
Block during this time, the years between 1890 and 1910 showed peak interest by 
homesteaders and investors (Beckham 2000:29).  In the early 1900s, logging was 
prevalent in the area, and a railroad spur line ran into the Gerber Block from the town of 
Bly (Cannon 1984:4).  On June 28, 1934, Congress passed the Taylor Grazing Act, 
creating the U.S. Grazing Service.  In April 1935, the entire Gerber Block was designated 
as Oregon Grazing District 1, making it the first grazing district in the United States 
under the new Act  (Beckham 2000:110).  One program established as a result of this 
designation was the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), Division of Grazing, DG23, 
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Company 557, stationed at Camp Bonanza, in Langell Valley (Brown 2004; Beckham 
2000).  Between 1935 and 1941, the CCC worked on numerous projects in the Gerber 
Block, including the construction of dams, corrals, bridges, roads and a telephone line 
(Beckham 2000).  During the years of World War II, portions of the Gerber Block were 
used by the Navy as a bombing and strafing target range (Cannon 1984:5).       
 In 1946, Congress merged the U.S. Grazing Service with the General Land 
Office, forming the Bureau of Land Management (Bureau of Land Management 2016).  
The Gerber Recreation Area is currently administered by the Lakeview District BLM, 
and is designated as part of the Klamath Falls Resource Area.  The BLM’s mission with 
the Recreation Area has focused on the management of timber, fuels reduction, range, 
wildlife, recreation and cultural resources (Beckham 2000).  Projects have included the 
selective harvesting of timber and fuels reduction through under burning and juniper 
removal (Beckham 2000).  Recreation is central to the area, and currently there are two 
developed campgrounds, nine primitive campsites, two day-use areas and multiple 
reservoirs that offer boating and fishing opportunities.  The area is extensively connected 
by a system of dirt and cinder-surface roads (Bureau of Land Management 2015). 
 
Study Site 35KL3751 
 
 The methodology developed in this thesis for the identification, classification and 
recordation of rock features was applied to a previously recorded archaeological site 
located within the Gerber Block called “Spring-side Hang-out” (35KL3751).  This site 
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was originally recorded on September 24, 2012 by Klamath Falls BLM Archaeological 
Technicians Roman Jakien and Geneva Kraus (Jakien and Kraus 2012).  It is located 
along a northwest-southeast trending basalt outcrop, above a natural spring at an 
elevation of approximately 4,500 feet.  The site covers roughly 20 acres with a total 
length of 892 meters (Jakien and Kraus 2012).  While the spring currently drains down a 
metal pipe into a spring box, it is believed that prior to the spring being piped, water 
naturally trickled out from under the rocky outcrop (Jakien and Kraus 2012).  
No standardized identification or classification system was used during the 
original site recording.  Features were identified and classified using subjective reasoning 
and feature type names assigned based on those used in previous site records from the 
area.  A rock feature recordation form developed by the BLM was used to record 
individual features.  Within the site, three “rock rings,” multiple “rock cairns,” a “rock 
wall feature,” at least two “talus pit features” and over 100 possible “rock stacks” were 
observed (Jakien and Kraus 2012).  Figure 6 displays a site sketch map with the 
distribution of features as recorded in 2012.  While rock features were identified 
throughout the site, the highest concentrations were found within close proximity to the 
spring.  Two “rock ring features,” the “rock wall feature,” and numerous “rock stacks” 
were recorded within 50 meters of the spring.  The southern portion of the site also has 
high concentrations of features as indicated by the four “rock stack feature 
concentrations” identified to the southeast of the spring.  Fewer “rock stacks” were 
identified in the northern portion of the site.  A site datum was established approximately 
50 meters west of the spring (Jakien and Kraus 2012).       
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Figure 6. Map of the Spring-side Hang-out site (35KL3751).  Modified from original site sketch map 
(Jakien and Kraus 2012:5).	
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While the high concentrations of rock features are significant, other cultural 
resources were found at the site as well.  One ground-stone basalt portable mortar, one 
obsidian projectile point, obsidian flakes, two petroglyphs and a historic bottle cache 
were also recorded.  According to Jakien and Kraus (2012:3), one of the petroglyphs was 
found on the same basalt rock wall where the spring seeps.  This petroglyph, measuring 
14.5cm tall by 13cm wide was pecked into the face of the wall in the shape of a circle 
with a dot in the middle.  The second petroglyph was found along the same rocky outcrop 
approximately 350 meters to the northwest, and depicts a similar circle with a crack in the 
middle.  According to the site recorders, lithic material at the site is very sparse, with less 
than 20 obsidian flakes noted within the site boundary.  The diagnostic projectile point, 
identified as a possible Gatecliff Series contracting stem, may date between 2000 and 
5000 BP (Oetting 1994).  
While over 100 rock features were noted at the site, only 25 features were 
formally recorded.  The site form does not describe how the recorded features were 
determined to be human-made, or how feature types were classified.  The site recorders 
also give little indication of the interpreted past function of the site as a whole beyond 
identifying it as a “prehistoric habitation site” (Jakien and Kraus 2012:3).   
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CHAPTER III 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON ROCK FEATURES 
 
 Rock features are human-made rock structures, usually constructed out of local 
material and positioned on the landscape.  In south-central Oregon and northeastern 
California, these features were traditionally constructed by native people in the past for 
multiple purposes and are now recorded as archaeological sites (Hildebrandt et al. 2015; 
Ray 1963; Spier 1930).  Some Native American rock features were constructed for 
utilitarian purposes, including rock rings for the construction of dwellings, rock walls for 
hunting blinds, rock piles for trail markers and talus pits for storage (Chartkoff 1983; 
Green 1987; Hildebrandt et al. 2015; Ray 1963; Winthrop et al. 1995).  Other rock 
feature types were constructed during traditional ceremonial and religious practice, 
including rock placements, rock stacks, rock alignments, rock rings and u-shaped features 
(Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Green 1987; Hildebrandt et al. 2015; Winthrop et al. 1995).  
Euro-American settlers in the region also constructed rock features, including rock piles 
for fencepost supports and survey markers as well as rock walls for ranching purposes 
and to define property boundaries (Chartkoff 1983; Green 1987; Hildebrandt et al. 2015).   
This chapter will first review the significance of rock features in Klamath and 
Modoc culture as gleaned through the pertinent ethnographic literature.  Traditional 
cultural practices and contemporary tribal viewpoints regarding rock features and the 
landscape on which they are found will be discussed.  Secondly, a review of past research 
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pertaining to rock feature identification, classification, and recordation methods will be 
examined.  
 
The Significance of Rock Features in Klamath and Modoc Culture 
 
The archaeological record in south-central Oregon and northeastern California has 
provided evidence for rock feature construction back to prehistoric times (Sampson 1985; 
Silvermoon 1986).  Over a century of ethnographic research has supplemented the 
archaeological record by detailing the significance of rock features in Klamath and 
Modoc culture (Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Ray 1963; Spier 1930; Stern 1998; 
Theodoratus et al. 1990).  While the practice of constructing rock features began in 
prehistoric times, the tradition continues by current tribal members today, and has 
endured the challenges created by over 150 years of restrictive land use, warfare, 
assimilation policies, economic hardships, and cultural change (Deur 2016; Haynal 
2000).  The significance of rock features in contemporary Klamath and Modoc religious 
practice remains, and rock features continue to serve as an important symbol of their 
cultural identity (Deur 2016).   
Information regarding the spiritual and symbolic significance of rock features in 
Klamath and Modoc culture is present in some early ethnographic and historic literature 
(e.g., Gatschet 1890; Howe 1968; Ray 1963; Spier 1930; Stern 1998), but is greatly 
expanded upon in more recent studies (e.g., Deur 2016; Haynal 2000).  Early mentions 
were made by Gatschet (1890:61) who noted that the Klamath Lake people had what he 
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called a “myth” regarding hänuash, or Klamath for a “rock standing upright.”  Further 
mentions of rock features were made by Spier (1930), who gathered information on the 
Klamath in 1925 and 1926, and Ray (1963), who wrote his Modoc ethnography based 
largely on information gathered in 1934.   
The stacking, or piling of rocks in association with prayer and quests is perhaps 
best documented.  Ray (1963:27) mentioned two specific prayers associated with the 
piling of stones and the procurement of luck.  Ray (1963:79) also described rocks being 
piled “as high as could be built” during crisis quests.  Spier (1930:95) noted that during 
puberty power quests boys would practice the “piling of rocks into high piles (called 
sEwa’l).”  Stern (1998:459) stated that a vision quester “went alone into the mountains 
where for five days he fasted, piled rocks, and wrestled with trees.”  Fewer references 
were found regarding other rock feature types, like rock rings, rocks walls, rock 
alignments and talus pits.  Spier (1930:94) referred to a “saucer-shaped bed of rocks” 
where boys would lay down in order to see a spirit.  Ray (1963:80) noted that “dream 
seekers” would sleep in “shallow depressions in a meadow or a niche among rocks.”  
Howe (1968:156) noted the presence of “rock cairns and circles made by adolescent 
braves on their ‘power quest’ journeys” positioned on Olene Ridge within traditional 
Modoc territory. 
 To generalize, Klamath and Modoc traditional worldview revolved around 
cosmology, shamanism, and quests for power (Spencer 1952:218).  The two groups 
shared the spiritual and symbolic tradition of attaining power through the vision/power 
quest as well as receiving guidance from shamans (Kroeber 1925; Ray 1963; Spier 1930).  
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Obtaining power through features on the landscape and stacking rocks were prominent 
aspects of their traditional religious practice (Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Ray 1963; Spier 
1930; Theodoratus et al. 1990).  Deur (2016:36) notes that in Klamath and Modoc oral 
tradition, the act of stacking rocks during the vision quest is “attributed to the very 
beginnings of human time, and is rooted in the instruction of the Creator, Gmukamps.”  
Ray (1963:xiii) noted that the two tribes not only created “artificial rock piles for 
religious and commemorative purposes” but also “attributed mythological significance” 
to naturally occurring rock piles.    
 Traditionally, the Klamath and Modoc viewed the landscape as sacred, with 
certain places having increased significance (Curtin 1912; Spier 1930; Ray 1963; 
Theodoratus et al. 1990).  They believed that most unique natural landscape features had 
spirit, and were sources of power (Haynal 2000:174; Ray 1963:21; Theodoratus et al. 
1990:3).  Deur (2016:36-38) notes that in Klamath and Modoc oral tradition, specific 
places on the landscape are sources of power “because of what the Creator did there” and 
that “each distinctive geological feature is traditionally said to have its own powers.”  
These places were often sought out as the locations where vision quests took place.  
Springs, lakes, and other bodies of water were regularly visited during vision quests as 
well, and particularly important for their cleansing and healing properties.  Sometimes 
stones were placed at water features as a commemoration to prayers made there (Deur 
2016:45-46).  
 Vision quests centered on the attainment of power and took various forms 
depending on an individual’s age, gender, and position in life (Ray 1963; Spier 1930).  
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Individuals with the most power and social success became prominent figures in the 
tribal culture, such as village leaders, leading warriors or shamans (Haynal 2000:175).  
Successful vision quests often hinged on the quester receiving a prophetic dream during 
sleep, that was then interpreted as an indication of their future physical, spiritual, or 
economic wellbeing (Haynal 2000:175; Ray 1963:80).  A quest usually involved 
traveling alone on the landscape, for various amounts of time praying, fasting, bathing, 
and stacking rocks (Deur 2016:39; Ray 1963:79; Spier 1930:95; Stern 1966:15).  
Different types of rock features were constructed at different locations on the landscape 
depending on the purpose of the quest or ceremonial activity (Haynal 2000).  While 
vision quests were often conducted by individuals experiencing crises, they could also be 
undertaken at any point in one’s life if spiritual power was desired (Spier 1930:94).      
 The puberty quest was the first vision quest attempted during an individual’s life.  
In Klamath and Modoc culture the ritual was open to both boys and girls once they hit 
puberty (Ray 1963; Spier 1930).  According to Ray (1963:77), during the puberty quest 
Modoc boys would wander the countryside constantly moving and performing repetitive 
and physically strenuous tasks like “breaking trunks of shrubs,” “tying knots in limbs” 
and “collecting and piling rocks.”  Modoc girls would perform similar rituals, but build 
smaller rock piles, focus more of the breaking and piling of brush, and stay out usually 
for just one night, compared to boys who were ideally out for five days (Ray 1963:78-
79).  Spier (1930:95) noted that Klamath boys and girls performed similar activities 
during their puberty power quests.  The goal of quest was to fatigue the body through 
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physical activity and fasting until eventually the quester would fall asleep at the top of a 
hill or mountain and achieve the desired dream (Ray 1963:79-80). 
 Vision quests were also performed by individuals confronted with life dilemmas, 
including the birth or death of a child, losses in gambling, illness, or the death of a spouse 
(Ray 1963:77; Spier 1930:96).  These quests were performed by adults, but followed a 
similar routine to the puberty quest in regards to isolation, ritual bathing, fasting, and 
strenuous activity.  Spier (1930:96) noted that during these power quests “seekers” would 
often swim in “deep river eddies” and then “go to the mountain to fast and pile rocks.”  
Modoc men who were mourning a death usually stayed out for five days on their quests, 
while gamblers attempting to improve their luck stayed out for two or three days (Ray 
1963:79).        
 Ceremonial rock features were also constructed to commemorate burial locations, 
resource procurement areas, and in association with prayer unconnected to a vision quest 
(Deur 2016).  Rocks were often chosen as a material to commemorate a location due to 
their longevity, outlasting perishable items like eagle feathers, or herb bungles that may 
have been left as well (Deur 2016:52).  Because of the enduring nature of rocks, rock 
features are very often the only remaining material evidence of the ceremonial or ritual 
activity that occurred there in the past. 
 It has been written that certain rock feature types, like “rock stacks” and “prayer 
seats” are sometimes positioned at specific geographic locations that align them with 
distant landscape features such as mountains, lakes, and rivers (Jankowski 2012).  Deur 
(2016:52) suggests that ritual rock features are sometimes aligned with distant landmarks 
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so that prayers can be focused towards those places, or powers obtained from those 
landmarks.  He also suggests that some landmarks have stories or moral lessons 
associated with them that can be incorporated into ritual activity or prayer.  The 
importance of visualizing a distant landmark for certain ceremonial purposes explains 
why many vision quest sites are found at higher elevations with open viewsheds (Applen 
2001; Jones 2003). 
Events over the last 150 years have greatly affected the continued traditional 
practice of constructing rock features by the Klamath and Modoc (Deur 2016; Haynal 
2000).  Confinement to the Klamath Reservation with the Treaty of 1864 and increased 
segregation after the Modoc War greatly limited tribal access to traditionally utilized 
places outside the reservation boundary.  Religious evangelicalism and assimilation 
policies implemented by the United States government during the late 19th and 20th 
centuries resulted in many Klamaths and Modocs adopting Christianity (Haynal 2000).  
Tribal termination in 1954 also had its effects, with the loss of reservation land and 
dispersion of the tribal community.  Deur (2016:56-57) states that the “practice of ritual 
rock stacking is said to have skipped a generation in many families” due to the 
assimilation policies and tribal termination, but that there has been a “reawakening in 
recent decades.” 
 Information gleaned through recent ethnographic studies indicate the practice 
of constructing rock features in traditional Klamath and Modoc lands continues by 
current Klamath tribal members, even with the conversion of many to Christianity or 
secular belief systems (Deur 2016; Haynal 1994, 2000).  Haynal (1994:319) notes that 
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some tribal members incorporate the practice of constructing rock features into their 
Christian prayer.  Others continue the traditional ritualistic activity of the vision quest, 
visiting specific locations and constructing rock features for empowerment, guidance, or 
procurement of luck (Deur 2016:60).  While the intentions behind constructing rock 
features might be different today due to changes in religious practice and the unique 
modern challenges faced by current tribal members, the significance of these features 
(both new and old) and their need for protection remain an important issue to the 
Klamath Tribes (Deur 2016).  To some tribal members, older rock features serve as a 
physical marker of the activities that once occurred there, linking ancestral activity and 
spiritualism to traditional lands, while modern rock features symbolize the resilience and 
continuation of traditional practice and cultural identity (Deur 2016:61). 
While ethnographic studies have presented valuable information regarding the 
significance of rock features in Klamath and Modoc culture and religion, they do little to 
define the morphology of the features themselves, or put them in an archaeological 
context.  To get a full understanding of rock features, one must look at them both 
culturally and archaeologically.  
 
Prior Methods for Rock Feature Identification, Classification and Recordation  
 
Prior research regarding methods for identifying, classifying and recording rock 
features in northern California, Oregon and central Washington are discussed in this 
section, starting chronologically with the methods developed by White (1980) and 
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followed by those of Chartkoff (1983), Green (1987), Winthrop et al. (1995), Powell and 
Powell (2001), and Hildebrandt et al. (2015).  All of the aforementioned researchers 
aided in the understanding of archaeological rock features and each individually focused 
on certain aspects of the rock feature recordation process, including identification (e.g., 
Hildebrandt et al. 2015; Powell and Powell 2001); classification (e.g., Chartkoff 1983; 
Green 1987; Hildebrandt et al. 2015); and recordation (e.g., Winthrop et al. 1995; White 
1980).  Often, methods developed by one researcher were built upon those developed in 
previous studies. 
In addition to the textual discussion provided in this section, a five page 
comprehensive table with classifications and correlations of rock feature types defined in 
southern Oregon and northern California studies is presented in Appendix A.  This 
Appendix provides classifications developed by Chartkoff (1983), Green (1987), and 
Hildebrandt et al. (2015).  These three researchers were chosen because they all defined 
rock features types that could be found within the study area for this thesis.  
Classifications developed by the remaining researchers discussed in this review were not 
included in Appendix A because their studies were conducted outside of the area of 
interest of this thesis. 
The need for a detailed rock feature recording system was brought to light when 
White (1980:67) presented a paper outlining the need “for a less casual treatment of a 
generally ubiquitous and probably quite informative site constituent.”  In his article, he 
discussed the practice of archaeologists categorizing “rock clusters” into generalized 
groups, and in an effort to improve recording methods, developed a rock feature 
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recording system that included twelve variables.  Ten of the variables detailed 
morphological attributes of rock features, while two detailed the spatial location of rock 
features within a site.  White created a field form that included these twelve variables, 
and applied it to the Hurd Site (35LA44), an archaeological site located near Eugene, 
Oregon.  Using his form, he was able to record the “rock clusters” in a systematic 
manner, and based on the attributes each cluster exhibited, make an educated 
interpretation of the features past function.  While White did introduce improvements to 
data collection at rock feature archaeological sites, he did not fully develop a 
methodology for initial rock feature identification or interpretation. 
Chartkoff (1983) was one of the first to combine ethnographic information with 
rock feature morphology to make a connection between feature type and past function.  
He also brought to attention the difficulties in rock feature identification and 
interpretation because “of their paucity of formal attributes” (Chartkoff 1983:745).  In his 
paper, he defined seven rock feature types found in a complex of sites in northwestern 
California within the traditional lands of the Yurok, Tolowa, and Karok peoples.  These 
features included “cairns,” “rock stacks,” “rock alignments,” “hearth rings,” “stone 
rings,” “prayer seats” and “trail markers.”  Trail markers were defined as rock stacks or 
cairns located along known trails.  To improve identification of these feature types, 
Chartkoff created illustrations depicting each feature’s common morphological attributes, 
and then developed a methodology for interpreting past function based on information 
gleaned through interviews and ethnographic and ethnohistoric literature review.  While 
Chartkoff’s study area is outside the traditional lands of the Klamath and Modoc, the rock 
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features he classified are similar to those found within Klamath and Modoc territory (see 
Appendix A for these classifications).   
Green (1987) built upon Chartkoff’s work and created a more explicit and 
detailed rock feature classification and recordation system for his Master’s thesis at 
Oregon State University.  During his research in south-central Oregon, Green classified 
22 different rock feature types, and though ethnographic and archaeological literature 
review, illustrated how these features might look (see Appendix A for these 
classifications).  Because rock feature morphology differs so much, and because no 
functional typology existed for rock features at the time, Green decided to look at 
geographic positioning as the initial indicator of past function, and morphology as a 
secondary indicator.  He created a series of mutually exclusive checklists that included 
spatial and morphological attributes, and then applied these checklists to a series of 
previously recorded archaeological sites located within the Winema National Forest in 
southern Oregon.  The purpose of Green’s study was to define categories of rock features 
based solely on morphology, and then assign past function based on geographic 
positioning.  Green’s work provided a basis for further research regarding rock feature 
identification, interpretation, and spatial distribution, and his illustrations are fine visual 
references of rock feature types found in his study area.  His study area also lies within 
the traditional lands of the Klamath, and thus is a valuable resource for this thesis.     
Winthrop et al. (1995) expanded on the previous research and wrote a detailed 
report examining rock feature sites within the Mt. Hood National Forest, located in 
Oregon approximately 200 miles north of the Gerber Block.  Based on archaeological and 
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ethnographic research, as well as rock feature recording methods gathered from multiple 
National Forests and federal agencies, they created guidelines for ascribing past function 
based on rock feature morphology and setting.  Forms were generated for rock feature 
site recordation, including a site summary form, site recording checklist, site addendum 
form, and a rock feature form.  They also created a predictive model for rock feature site 
locations within the Forest based on a series of geographic attributes including elevation, 
slope, landform, aspect, soil type, view, and association and distance from known cultural 
sites. 
Recent studies have examined the geologic processes of lava fields in order to 
find indicators that could help differentiate naturally occurring rock configurations from 
rock features created, or manipulated by humans (Hildebrandt et al. 2015; Powell and 
Powell 2001).  Powell and Powell (2001) conducted a study evaluating talus pit features 
found within talus slopes of the Columbia River Basalt (CRB) lava field east of the 
Lower Grande Coulee area of central Washington.  The purpose of their study was to 
identify the geomorphic processes of talus pit formation, and use quantitative methods to 
determine if the features were naturally occurring or human-made.  More than 60 
individual talus pits and 11 rock wall features were evaluated. 
In Powell and Powell’s study, the geomorphic attributes of each site location were 
determined and interpretations made regarding possible formation processes.  According 
to Powell and Powell (2001:7) talus slopes exhibit different characteristics based on the 
specific section of the lava flow it eroded from.  Other factors including climate history, 
slope, and age of the flow also affect talus morphology.  To differentiate human-made 
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and human-modified talus pits from naturally occurring features, morphological attributes 
based largely on the natural sorting of rocks in talus slopes were determined.  From these 
observations, human-made talus pits will likely exhibit: 1) stacking or piling of rocks; 2) 
a width to depth ratio of 0.5 to 1 (1/2 as deep as they are wide); 3) flat floors covered 
with small rocks; and 4) be positioned on a talus section not steep enough to cause a 
collapse.  It was also determined that certain processes may form naturally occurring 
talus pits, including: 1) slumping; 2) rock fall; 3) boulder impact; 4) non-deposition at the 
toe of the slope; and 5) frost-heaving.  For each site visited, the natural formation 
processes mentioned above were used as descriptors for possible pit formation, while the 
indicators of human construction were used to determine if the features were human-
made.       
Another recent study conducted by Hildebrandt et al. (2015) also attempted to 
find geomorphic indicators to aid with the differentiation of naturally occurring rock 
features from human-made features.  Their report was a written as a result of the 
disturbances and destruction to rock feature sites in southern Oregon during the 
construction of the Ruby Pipeline.  In their study, they classified rock feature types 
commonly found in south-central Oregon and northeastern California and created an 
identification system based on geomorphic indicators to aid in the recordation process 
(see Appendix A for these classifications).  They discussed natural processes that can 
create rock accumulations, and presented a series of flow charts to help fieldworkers 
differentiate natural accumulations from “subtle Native American rock features.”  The 
“subtle Native American rock features” included those that are often difficult for field 
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archaeologists to identify due to their ambiguous morphology.  These included “single 
rock placements,” “multiple rock placements,” “propped rock features,” and “wedge rock 
features.” 
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CHAPTER IV 
IDENTIFYING AND DATING ROCK FEATURES 
 
For the field archaeologist working in the Upper Klamath Basin, knowledge about 
the geology and physical environment of the region is important.  This is especially 
important when presented with the challenges of differentiating natural formations from 
human-made rock features and determining their age.  This chapter will review the 
pertinent literature that addresses these topics and discuss methods that have been used to 
try to overcome these challenges.  Firstly, information on basalt lava field characteristics 
and the geomorphic mechanisms that create ambiguous rock formations will be discussed 
followed by simple methods for differentiating natural formations from human-made 
rock features.  Secondly, previous research on rock disturbance dating will be discussed 
followed by simple methods for determining a general age for rock features. 
 
Basalt Lava Flow Formation and Weathering Characteristics 
 
South-central Oregon and northeastern California is a vast volcanic landscape, 
with multiple volcanoes, vents, and lava flows scattering the region (Loy et al. 2001).  
The majority of the bedrock east of the Cascade Range and west of the town of Lakeview 
is derived from basaltic lava flows dating back as much as 15 million years, with some 
areas composed of quartz-rich volcanic rocks like rhyolite and obsidian (Loy et al. 
2001:143).  The Gerber Block lies within the Devils Garden, a 6 to 9 million year old 
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primarily basaltic pahoehoe lava field (McKee et al. 1983:296).  Pahoehoe lava is 
characterized by its smooth and ropey surface texture, which is a result of its low 
viscosity and slow flow rates (Chitwood 1994).  The advancing front of a molten 
pahoehoe flow is comprised of many individual flow units called “toes”.  Once these toes 
stop advancing due to the strength of the developing outer-crust, they become inflated 
with molten lava as the flow continues internally.  When this occurs, the surface crust 
rises, tilts, cools and then fractures (Chitwood 1994).  The Devils Garden lava field is 
composed primarily of olivine tholeiite basalts with diktytax-itic texture (McKee et al. 
1983).  Diktytax-itic texture is characterized as having many irregularly shaped 
microvesicles surrounded by crystals (Chitwood 1994). 
While individual basaltic flows differ somewhat in character, they mostly share a 
common set of features.  The upper-most portion of a flow exhibits fracturing associated 
with rapid cooling, as well as a vesicular texture created by gas bubbles (Aubele et al. 
1988; Powell and Miller 1998).  As gas bubbles rise towards the surface of a flow they 
are trapped under the developing outer-crust, creating holes in the hardened lava rock 
(Chitwood 1994).  This vesicular characteristic is often seen within the uppermost 20 feet 
of a flow, and due to its porous texture makes the basalt susceptible to chemical, physical, 
and biological weathering (Powell and Miller 1998).  Below the vesicular top is the 
entablature, formed by the rapid top-down cooling of the flow.  This portion of the flow 
is fine-grained with interlocking joints, making it resistant to weathering.  The entablature 
is often seen exposed in rocky outcrops, cliffs, and talus slopes (Powell and Miller 1998).  
In some flows, like those of the Columbia River Basalts Group (CRB), the bottom 
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portion, or base of a basalt flow is the colonnade, formed by the cooling of the flow from 
the bottom up.  The colonnade is often identifiable by its distinctive column-shaped 
sections created by cooling cracks in the lava rock (Powell and Miller 1998).  According 
to Chitwood (1994:16), the relatively low strength of diktytax-itic textured lava often 
prevents the development of the colonnade.  This section of the lava flow may be a rare 
occurrence in the Devils Garden.  Figure 7 illustrates a stratigraphic profile of a basalt 
lava flow consisting of the characteristics mentioned above. 
  
Figure 7. Common characteristics of Columbia River Basalt (CRB) lava flows (Powell and Powell 2001:6). 
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Immediately after the basaltic flow cools and becomes rock, physical, chemical, 
and biological weathering processes begin to break the rock down.  Physical weathering 
is caused by fluctuations in temperature, often assisted by the presence of water.  The 
freeze/thaw and associated expansion and contraction of water that has seeped into cracks 
in the rock will aid in breaking it apart (Waters 1992:17).  This process is often referred 
to as “frost wedging” (Tharp 1987).  The daily warming and cooling of the rock’s surface 
from the sun, or the drastic heating from a fire, can also create fracturing and aid in the 
physical weathering process (McFadden et al. 2005).  Chemical weathering is most often 
caused by the reaction of water to mineral compounds, dissolving certain minerals in the 
rock and weakening it.  Rates of chemical weathering are increased in areas where 
precipitation and temperature are high (Waters 1992:17).  Biological weathering is 
caused by the growth of organisms on or within the rock.  Plant roots can grow within the 
cracks of rocks, breaking them apart as they grow larger, and lichens and mosses living 
on rocks can cause chemical reactions that aid in breaking the rock down (Stretch and 
Viles 2002).  All of these weathering processes affect the basaltic lava flows of south-
central Oregon and northeastern California.  Extensive faulting within the Modoc Plateau 
has also uplifted and fractured many basalt flows within the Devils Garden, aiding the 
weathering process (White and Crider 2006).  This faulting, fracturing, and weathering is 
evidenced by the vast boulder fields and talus slopes seen in the region.  
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Rock Fracturing and Natural Piling 
 
Fracturing of a lava flow and the creation of smaller individual rocks due to 
weathering can produce naturally occurring formations that may appear to be human-
made, especially if individual rock fragments are found stacked on top of one another.  It 
may be difficult or impossible to ascertain what particular weathering process created the 
rock formations as the three processes often occur simultaneously (Waters 1992:16).  
Chitwood (1994:16) noted that basalt with a diktytax-itic texture is susceptible to 
cavernous and honeycomb patterned weathering due to its abundance of microvesicles.  
If groupings of these vesicles develop in a linear orientation, weathering can weaken the 
rock along these lines, and frost wedging can fracture in a linear pattern, creating 
individual rocks “stacked” on the surface of the parent rock (Peck 1978).  Figure 8 shows 
a rock fractured by weathering located within the Gerber Block.  The spalling, or 
fracturing of rocks due to thermal exposures can also create formations that may appear 
to be a human-made.  According to McFadden et al. (2005:161), rocks exposed to fire 
often develop spalls parallel to the surface of the rock.  These fire-induced fractures can 
create formations with similar attributes to human-made, single-course rock features, 
especially if the spalled fragments retain their position on the surface of the parent rock.   
Tree growth can also create formations that may appear to be human-made.  Tree 
roots growing within cracks in the bedrock can cause individual rocks to separate, 
positioning them in orientations that may appear to be human-made.  Lateral growth of a 
tree’s trunk and root structure can displace rocks both on the surface and within the soil,   
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Figure 8. A natural rock formation created by weathering located in the Gerber Block. Photograph by 
author. 
 
creating circular rock formations after a tree dies and its trunk decomposes or is burnt.  
Rocks and sediment can also become entrapped within a tree’s root structure and moved 
if the tree is uprooted due to high winds.  Figure 9 shows rocks trapped within a 
decomposing root-wad of a wind-thrown tree.  After an uprooted tree decomposes or is 
burnt, the sediment entrapped within the root structure can form mounds, sometimes 
referred to as “blowdown mounds” or “tree-tip mounds” (Wood and Johnson 1978).  
Uprooted trees can also produce depressions adjacent to these mounds creating a 
landscape microrelief referred to as “cradle-knoll topography” (Wood and Johnson 
1978:329).  After a tree has decomposed and the fine sediments of the blowdown mound 
have settled or washed away, natural formations of rocks and associated surface 
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depressions may remain.  These formations could be misidentified as human-made during 
archaeological fieldwork.  Due to the abundance of juniper and pine in the study area, 
along with a history of seasonal wildfires and a rocky landscape, it is likely that many 
ambiguous rock formations in the Upper Klamath Basin were created by the growth and 
decomposition of trees. 
Figure 9. Rocks trapped within the decomposing root wad of a wind-thrown tree. Photograph by Bridget 
Weiner. 
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Knowledge about the geomorphic processes mentioned above give the field 
archaeologist an advantage when attempting to decide whether to record a feature as 
human-made.  Natural formations created by frost wedging, spalling and weathering will 
likely exhibit a series of common attributes.  Naturally stacked features are likely 
composed of rock fragments originating from the parent rock that they rest upon.  
Because of this, there should be a series of common traits between them, including color, 
texture, vesicular pattern and lichen growth.  If a positioned rock has a drastically 
different color, texture, vesicular pattern, or lichen growth compared to the base rock it 
rests upon, there is a high probability it was put there by a human. 
It is assumed that if a rock was not carried a long distance by either humans or 
some other outside force, it likely originated from the same lava flow as the other rocks 
in the area.  Because most rock features are constructed out of local material, there is a 
high probability that the color, texture, vesicular pattern, and lichen growth is similar 
between the parent rock and positioned rock(s).  When these similarities occur, additional 
observations must be made in order to make a determination.  A positioned rock that has 
recently fractured and exfoliated due to frost wedging or fire often has a concave-convex 
mating surface with the parent rock and is positioned symmetrically in-line with the point 
of fracture (McFadden et al. 2005).  The mating surface is the point where the two rocks 
have separated.  Often, if weathering processes have not drastically affected the rocks’ 
mating surfaces through time either by rounding the edges or dissolving material, the 
exfoliated rock and parent rock can fit together like two pieces of a puzzle (Hildebrandt 
et al. 2015; see Figure 8).  
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If all individual rocks in a formation have a similar color, texture, vesicular 
pattern, and lichen growth and the parent rock and positioned rock(s) have a concave-
convex mating surface and are symmetrically-aligned, the feature is most likely natural.  
However, exfoliated rock can move over time due to the influence of gravity, flowing 
water, wind or ice (Waters 1992).  It isn’t uncommon to find exfoliated rock fragments 
positioned asymmetrically on a parent rock.  Because of this, a field archaeologist should 
look at all sides of a positioned rock to see if a possible fracture point can be identified.  
If the presence or absence of concave-convex mating surface cannot be clearly identified 
due to weathering or coverage by lichen, one should look for other unique attributes that 
may align between the parent rock and positioned rock, like bands of color, crystals or 
large vesicles. 
As stated above, trees can create rock formations that may appear to be human-
made.  In forested locations, a field archaeologist should look for evidence of rock 
disturbance from tree growth, decomposition, fire and wind-throw.  A depression found 
adjacent to a formation may indicate it was created by a wind-thrown tree, especially if 
root fragments or charcoal is found in association.  Observing similar formations in the 
study area with clearer evidence of creation by wind-throw can aid in the confidence of a 
determination.  Other natural processes like landslides, erosion, and flowing water can 
also displace rocks and position them in formations that may appear to be human-made.  
The field archaeologist should be cognizant of the positioning of features on the 
landscape and pay special attention to features found in locations where rocks may have 
fallen from above or have been transported by rivers or streams.      
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Talus Depressions 
 
Talus is loose rock that has separated from the parent lava flow due to weathering 
processes.  Talus slopes are the accumulation of the talus along inclines below the 
exposed rock face.  Figure 10 shows an accumulation of talus within the Gerber Block.  
According to Powell and Powell (2001:7), based on basalt talus slopes in central 
Washington, the size and shape of individual rocks in a talus slope is dictated by the 
specific section of the lava flow it eroded from (vesicular, entablature, colonnade) as well 
as the amount of time weathering processes have affected the rocks.  Talus can form 
uniformly below a cliff, or as a series of fans below chutes or steep gullies in the cliff 
face (Powell and Powell 2001).  While some believe that talus slopes form by the 
movement of rock debris through mast wasting, Kirkby and Statham (1975) theorized 
that formation is often due to the slow accumulation of talus over time.  Powell and 
Powell (2001:7) observed that larger stones often accumulate at the lower third of the 
talus slope due to their greater mass and momentum when falling, and that the toe of the 
slope is usually steeper than the upper portion.  They also observed that larger stones 
remain on the surface of the slope while smaller stones are sorted into the body of the 
talus (Powell and Powell 2001:9).           
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Figure 10. Typical talus accumulation within the Gerber Block. Photograph by author. 
 
A variety of natural processes can create depressions in talus slopes similar to 
talus pit features created by humans, including excavation by animals, uprooted trees, 
impact craters from falling boulders, weathering of individual rocks, frost heaving, and 
slumping (Powell and Powell 2001:12-13).  Depressions from frost heaving occur when 
ice develops within a talus slope, causing it to expand and then collapse when the ice 
melts (Powell and Powell 2011:19).  Depressions from slumping can develop when 
small, individual landslides occur within the talus slope (Powell and Powell 2001:13).  
Powell and Powell (2001:3) theorized that talus depressions located in central 
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Washington within the CRB were likely formed by either slumping of the talus, rapid 
creep related to freeze thaw cycles, and/or frost heaving.  It can be assumed that some of 
the talus depressions found within the Devils Garden were created by similar processes. 
Human-made talus pits are often difficult to identify due to their ambiguous 
characteristics.  The artificial movement of rock is hard to detect within a talus slope 
composed of hundreds if not thousands of individual rocks.  Knowing that natural 
processes can create depressions in talus slopes makes identification even more 
challenging.  However, there are specific morphological characteristics that can aid in 
differentiating human-made talus pits from natural depressions.  According to Powell and 
Powell (2001:11), human-made talus pits will likely exhibit one or more of the following 
characteristics: (1) a distinct wall or high mound around the lower lip of the pit; (2) a 
constructed feature taller the surrounding talus surface; (3) a width to depth ratio of 0.5 to 
1; (4) flat floors covered with many small rocks; and (5) be positioned on a section of the 
talus not steep enough to cause a collapse.     
 
Soil Mounds 
 
Soil mounds, often referred to as “Mima mounds,” “prairie mounds,” or 
“Manastash mounds” are naturally occurring, geomorphic mounds of sediment found on 
the landscape.  Multiple theories have been written regarding the origins of these 
formations including: polygenesis and bioturbation (Johnson and Johnson 2012), seismic 
activity (Berg 1990), erosion (Cox et al. 1987), frost action (Kaatz 1959), and human-
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creation (Wentworth 1906).  Evidence from these studies suggests that different types of 
soil mounds exist in different geographic locations, and that different geomorphic 
processes likely created these different formations.  According to Horwath and Johnson 
(2012:15), soil mounds can be found in the Great Basin, Rocky Mountain region and the 
Midwest.  Kaatz (1959) identified soil mounds in the Columbia Plateau.  
Soil mounds found in the Upper Klamath Basin sometimes produce circular 
formations of well-sorted rocks that border the relatively rock-free interior of the mound 
(Johnson and Johnson 2012).  Johnson and Johnson (2012:135-143) refer to these circular 
formations as “rock gutters”, and suggest that soil mounds exhibiting these formations 
were likely created by a combination of bioturbation, seasonal frost action, and erosion.  
Their northeastern California study identified multiple soil mounds with associated rock 
gutter formations within the traditional lands of the Klamath and Modoc, including 
within the Devils Garden lava field (Johnson and Johnson 2012:140-143).  Figure 11 
shows a soil mound and associated rock gutter located within the Gerber Block. 
Johnson and Johnson (2012:146-147) theorize that the soil mounds found in 
northeastern California developed because of shallow soils, pocket gophers, erosion, and 
frost-action.  Shallow soils (< 1 meter thick) that have formed over a barrier, like bedrock 
or gravels, limit the vertical burrowing of pocket gophers, leading towards specific areas 
where the rodents concentrate their activity.  Mounds of sediment eventually develop 
where these fixed, rodent activity centers occur.  These mounds are later flattened, and 
shaped by erosional processes.  Rock gutters that surround the eroded low mounds are 
formed by water runoff that has flushed the rocks outward and concentrated them at 
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Figure 11. Two views of a soil mound and associated rock gutter formation located within the Gerber 
Block.  Typical width of the rock gutter is 3 to 4 feet.  Photographs by author. 
 
the edges of the mounds.  Multiple freeze-thaw episodes then sort the rocks into tight-
fitting rock gutters where water continues to drain from the landscape.  These gutter 
features are usually free of sediment and rodent activity (Johnson and Johnson 2012).  
Manastash mounds found in central Washington exhibit similar rocky formations that 
Kaatz (1959:149) refer to as “sorted stone nets” or “stone polygons.”   
Rock gutter formations found in the Upper Klamath Basin can be misidentified as 
human-made due to their dense rock concentrations and circular shape.  However, if a 
field archaeologist is aware that soil mounds occur within their study area, a few easily 
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recognized indicators can help with identification.  According to Johnson and Johnson 
(2012:141), natural rock gutter formations will: (1) border low, buff-colored soil mounds; 
(2) form shallow (<50 cm deep) and narrow (± 1 meter wide) depressions; and (3) 
contain dark-colored, lichen-covered rocks that are well-sorted, often vertically-oriented 
and have little evidence of bioturbation.  
 
Rock Feature Dating Methods 
 
For archaeological research and cultural resource management purposes, it is 
important to distinguish prehistoric rock features from those created in the recent past.  
However, determining when a rock feature was constructed, or when a rock was moved 
or disturbed, is often extremely difficult if not impossible.  This is because there is no 
developed rock feature chronology or evidence of changes in rock feature typology 
through time.  Rocks themselves cannot be radiocarbon dated, and rock features are not 
often found in direct association with cultural materials that can be.  Nevertheless, 
multiple rock disturbance dating methods have been investigated, including the use of 
lichenometry (Benedict 2009; Broadbent and Bergqvist 1986; Reynolds 2001; Rutherford 
et al. 2008) and radiocarbon dating of rock coatings (Beck et al. 1998; Cerveny et al. 
2006; Merrell and Dorn 2009). 
Maximum-diameter lichenometry measures the linear growth rates of lichen to 
estimate the age of the lichen on a once exposed rock surface (Benedict 2009).  An 
exposed rock surface is a portion of a rock that is exposed to the air (Reynolds 2001). 
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Rocks, or portions of rocks can become exposed to the air by a variety of natural 
processes, including landslides, flood scour, or volcanic events.  Humans can also expose 
rock surfaces through breaking, burning or removing a rock from the ground (Reynolds 
2001).  Once a fresh rock surface is exposed to the air, lichenized fungi spores quickly 
attach themselves to the surface and begin to grow (Reynolds 2001).  Different species of 
lichen have different rates of linear growth that can be measured by observing the change 
in the thallus, or the body of the lichen over time (Benedict 2009; Reynolds 2001).  To 
estimate how long lichen has been growing on a rock, one must first identify the lichen 
species being examined and then establish a lichen growth reference curve (Reynolds 
2001).  Lichen growth reference curves are created by measuring the size of lichen 
growths on surfaces of known age to correlate the average thallus diameter at different 
ages (Benedict 2009; Reynolds 2001).  Once specific growth rates of lichen have been 
determined, one can estimate the approximate age of a rock disturbance by measuring the 
size of the lichen growing on the once exposed rock surface. 
A limiting factor to using lichenometry as a dating tool is the difficulty in 
identifying the lichen species being studied.  Various species of lichen with differing 
growth rates are found within the United States, and different species can often occur 
within the same geographic area (Benedict 1988).  Differentiating these species is 
difficult without a background in lichenology, and knowing the specific species being 
tested is imperative to the success of a lichenometric study.  Also, factors such as 
wildfires, floods, and herbicide spraying can reset lichen growth and skew results 
(Reynolds 2001).  Researchers must have a great deal of confidence regarding the natural 
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and cultural history of their study area to date a rock feature based on lichenometry.  
Furthermore, this method is not suitable for the often fast-paced recordation that occurs 
during cultural resource management (CRM) projects.     
The dating of rock coatings, including rock varnishes and carbonate crusts, have 
been investigated as potential methods for dating rock disturbances, specifically in arid 
landscapes (Beck et al. 1998; Cerveny et al. 2006; Liu and Broecker 2007; Merrell and 
Dorn 2009).  In desert environments, various biogeochemical coatings are established on 
the surface of rocks (Beck et al. 2008).  These coatings are composed of different 
chemicals that are often identifiable because of their various colors, and can sometimes 
be dated due to their carbon-bearing make-up (Cerveny et al. 2006).  Rock varnish is the 
thin coating of mostly clay minerals, with iron and manganese oxides that develops on 
the exposed portions or rocks found in desert environments (Beck et al. 1998; Dorn 
2009).  According to Beck et al. (1998:2132) this varnish sometimes contains small 
amounts of organic material that can be radiocarbon dated through accelerator mass 
spectrometry (AMS).  The radiocarbon dates obtained from the varnish can sometimes 
indicate the minimum age of a rock disturbance by either natural processes or humans.   
While this technique has been valuable for dating stationary cultural features 
where varnish has been removed like petroglyphs (Merrell and Dorn 2009), it may not be 
suitable for dating rock features composed of moveable individual rocks.  There is no 
guarantee that the rocks used for the construction of a feature had not been disturbed 
prior to being displaced during the construction of the feature itself.  This makes 
definitively dating rock features by the use of varnish examination unreliable, as the 
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surface being tested may not be the surface that was exposed during the construction of 
the feature.  
The examination of pedogenic carbonate crusts is another rock disturbance dating 
method that has been tested (Cerveny et al. 2006).  In their 2006 study of rock features in 
the Searles Valley of Eastern California, Cerveny et al. (2006) used a pedogenic-
carbonate-inversion (PCI) dating method to date human-made rock features.  Their study 
centered on radiocarbon dating the carbonate that formed on the once exposed surfaces of 
rocks that were likely disturbed by humans in the past.  The researchers recognized a 
specific sequence of rock coatings that developed on the surfaces of rocks both above and 
below ground, with rock varnish developing on rock surfaces exposed to air and 
carbonate crusts developing on buried rock surfaces.  A disturbance to a rock either by 
rotation or thrusting into the ground would alter the sequence of rock coatings by 
producing a carbonate crust over the once-exposed rock varnish.  Cerveny et al (2006) 
determined that radiocarbon dating carbonate crusts formed over desert varnishes could 
be used as a method for dating the disturbance of a rock.  However, the resources and 
experience needed to conduct a study based on pedogenic-carbonate-inversion (PCI) 
dating are great.  The costs of electron-microscope analysis and radiocarbon dating make 
this study impractical to the majority of rock feature researchers, and the training and 
education needed to identify the various rock coatings, take samples, and process the 
samples is beyond the capabilities of most geoarchaeologists.       
While the chronometric methods described above have produced good results, 
they are not appropriate for the often fast-paced site recordation of CRM projects due to 
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time and budget constraints.  However, simple methods can be used assign general ages 
to rock features in the field, including the examination of lichen growth between rocks, 
orientation of rock coatings, and observation of vegetation growth and debris 
accumulation and decomposition. 
Lichen is a very slow-growing organism and some species can live for hundreds 
of years (Benedict 2009).  Because of this, lichen has been used to help field 
archaeologists determine the antiquity of rock features in south-central Oregon and 
northeastern California (Bureau of Land Management 2013).  Specifically, the growth of 
lichen between individual rocks has been used as an age indicator.  Some archaeologists 
refer to this dating method as the observation of “lichen fusion” (e.g., Applen 2002; 
Winthrop et al. 1995; Jakien and Kraus 2012).  Because lichen grows so slow and 
survives so long, it often takes many years if not many decades for lichen thalli to spread 
from one individual rock to the next.  Lichen fusion is present when lichen thalli are 
observed bridging the separation point between the mating surfaces of two or more 
individual rocks comprising a feature.  If a rock feature is composed of separate rocks 
that are “fused” by lichen thalli, it was most likely constructed many years ago.  Figure 
12 shows two individual rocks exhibiting lichen fusion found within the Gerber Block. 
Another indicator that can be used to both assign a general age and help identify a 
feature as human-made is the presence and orientation of rock coatings and weathering.  
Here the term “rock coatings” is used more broadly compared to the dating discussion 
above and includes rock varnish, carbonate crust, and adhering sediment.  Often in arid 
environments, the portion of a rock that is buried in the ground looks different than the  
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Figure 12. Two separate rocks exhibiting lichen fusion in the Gerber Block.  The red outline indicates the 
area were fusion was observed.  Photograph by author. 
 
portion that has been exposed to the air (Waters 1992:207).  These two surfaces may have 
slightly different colors or textures and a distinct band of coloration may have formed on 
the outside of the rock at the surface/subsurface transition point (Cerveny et al. 2006).  
Rocks found in soils containing high concentrations of certain chemicals, like alkali lake 
basins and environments where caliche forms, will likely have more noticeable 
differences between the two surfaces.  Figure 13 illustrates the difference in coloration 
observed on a rock freshly removed from the ground in the Gerber Block.  Some rock 
coatings, like loose soil, may easily be removed with water.  If a feature exhibits a rock  
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Figure 13. Rock located in the Gerber Block exhibiting rock coatings. This rock was removed from the 
ground by the author. (A) shows both sides of the rock with exposed side on right and formerly buried side 
on left; (B) lichen and weathered gray color seen on the exposed side; (C) absence of lichen and red 
unweathered appearance seen on the formerly buried side. Photographs by author. 
 
 
that appears to have been removed from the ground and placed in an unnatural 
orientation, it was likely put there by a human.  If a feature exhibits a rock placed in an 
unnatural orientation with rock coatings that are easily removed by precipitation, it was 
likely recently constructed.  Field archaeologists should examine the soils and rocks 
within their study area to see if any rock coating or weathering indicators can be 
identified. 
Vegetation growth can also be used as an indicator of age.  Some plants found 
within the study area, like juniper, pine, and sagebrush, grow relatively slowly.  Because 
A	 B	
C	
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it takes many years for these plants to grow large, their size can help determine the 
general antiquity of a feature.  Large juniper trees growing within the interior of a rock 
ring feature likely indicates the feature was constructed many years ago, prior to the 
growth of the trees.  The disturbance of the feature by plant growth can also infer old age.   
If the rocks comprising a feature have been displaced by the growth of a large plant (i.e., 
roots or trunk of a tree), this may indicate the feature was constructed prior to the growth 
of that plant.      
Decomposing vegetative debris can also infer antiquity.  Due to the arid 
environment of much of the study area, organic material like leaf litter, pinecones and 
duff is slow to decompose.  Because of this, an accumulation of decomposing vegetative 
debris, called an O soil horizon (Waters 1992), on or against a feature likely indicates it 
was not constructed in the recent past.  Highly decomposed debris is typically older than 
debris exhibiting little decomposition.  However, the Upper Klamath Basin hosts a 
variety of diverse landscapes, with various vegetation types, localized weather, and 
landscape characteristics.  These environmental traits can all affect the type, amount, and 
rate of decomposition of vegetative debris.     
Accumulation of sediment on or against a rock feature can also infer antiquity, 
since it takes time for sediment to accumulate after a rock is moved on the landscape.  
Within the study area, sediments can be transported by a variety of processes, including 
wind, water and gravity.  While the depth of sediment deposits can infer old age, there is 
considerable variability dependent on available sediment sources, micro-topography, 
prevailing winds, and other factors. 	  
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CHAPTER V 
THE ROCK FEATURE FIELD GUIDE 
 
The Rock Feature Field Guide is formatted to help the field archaeologist identify 
and record rock features commonly found in the Upper Klamath Basin.  This guide is 
composed of a series of dichotomous keys and recordation forms, supplemented with 
illustrations and contextual data.  This chapter will first introduce the ten rock feature 
types represented in the guide and describe why they were chosen and how their names 
were derived.  Secondly, Dichotomous Key #1 will be presented, formatted to help the 
field archaeologist determine a feature type name.  Illustrations depicting the common 
morphological attributes of the represented feature types will be presented as well, 
supplemented with information from the archaeological and ethnographic literature 
detailing where they are commonly found on the landscape and how past functions have 
been interpreted.  Thirdly, Dichotomous Key #2, formatted to help the field archaeologist 
decide if a rock formation is likely natural or human-made, will be presented, followed 
by Dichotomous Key #3, formatted to aid in determining a feature’s general age.  Lastly, 
the Rock Feature Recordation Form and the Rock Alignment Supplemental Form will be 
introduced.  
 This chapter presents a draft of the field guide, developed prior to testing and 
applied to site 35KL3751.  Footnotes denote changes made to the guide in light of issues 
encountered during testing.  A final draft of the guide will be formatted into a standalone 
document for use in the field after completion of this thesis. 
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The Ten Rock Feature Types 
 
An important first step in creating the field guide was identifying the rock feature 
types that should be included in the guide and deciding how they should be categorized.  
Other researchers (e.g., Chartkoff 1983; Green 1987; Hildebrandt et al. 2015) who have 
focused their rock feature studies in southern Oregon and northern California have 
defined them using a typology or classification scheme.  These researchers have defined 
variable numbers of distinct types based on morphology and/or inferred function.  In 
order to keep the guide inclusive, yet simple and easy to use, only the rock feature types 
most commonly identified within the study area were chosen.  According to Sara Boyko, 
Klamath Falls BLM Archaeologist (personal communication, 2016), rock feature types 
most commonly found on BLM lands in south-central Oregon (referring to type names 
commonly used at her office), include Single Rock Placements, Multiple Rock 
Placements, Rock Stacks, Rock Mounds (here called Rock Piles), Rock Walls, Rock 
Rings, Semi-Circular Arrangements (here called U-Shaped Features), Rock Alignments, 
and Talus Pits.  Because these feature types are most often seen in the study area, it was 
decided that they would be included in the field guide.  Descriptions of these feature 
types are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Names and Morphological Attributes of the Ten Rock Feature Types Included in the Field Guide. 
Name of Feature 
Type 
Morphological Description of Feature Type  
Single Rock Placement A single rock placed on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated bedrock). 
Multiple Rock 
Placement 
Two or more rocks placed on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated bedrock) 
that are not stacked or piled. Rocks can be touching, propped together, or 
spaced no greater than 50 centimeters apart. 
Rock Stack Two or more rocks placed one atop the other with only one rock supporting 
the rock above it. Can be placed on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated 
bedrock) or directly on the ground. 
Rock Pile Three or more rocks positioned in a pile (not stacked) with multiple courses.  
Rock Wall A continuous, or mostly continuous linear pile of rocks whose total length 
exceeds its typical width by more than four times. 
Rock Ring (Type 1) A circular or roughly circular arrangement of continuous, or mostly 
contiguous rocks forming a complete ring whose resultant diameter is less 
than 1 meter. 
Rock Ring (Type 2) A circular or roughly circular arrangement of continuous, or mostly 
contiguous rocks forming a complete ring whose resultant diameter is greater 
than 1 meter and less than 10 meters. 
U-Shaped Feature A semicircular arrangement of contiguous, or mostly contiguous rocks 
forming a partial ring that never exceeds four meters in any horizontal 
dimension. 
Talus Pit A human-made depression in a talus slope created by the moving of rocks. 
Rock Alignment A linear or curved arrangement1 of three or more individual rock features with 
a visual line of sight from one to the next. 
1 After field-testing (Chapter VI) this was adjusted from “a linear alignment” to “a linear or curved 
arrangement…” 
 
 
The standardization of rock feature type names is still in development and 
researchers commonly use different names when describing similar features.  While a 
standardized rock feature typology has yet to be fully realized, the best method of 
creating this standardization is to continue the use of specific feature types names found 
in previous studies.  The classification systems used by Green (1987) and Hildebrandt et 
al. (2015) predominantly attempt to objectively assign type names based on the 
morphological descriptions of the features, rather than descriptions based on the features’ 
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interpreted past functions (see Appendix A for classifications developed by these 
researchers).  Because rock feature morphology differs so much, and because similarly 
shaped feature types were often created for different purposes, a strictly descriptive 
naming system based on physical attributes is most appropriate.  The feature type 
classifications assigned by Green (1987) and Hildebrandt et al. (2015) were used as a 
model for this study and adjusted based on new insights gained through research. 
 
Determining Type 
  
Introduced below in Table 2 is Dichotomous Key #1, formatted to help determine 
the specific type of rock feature observed in the field.  This key is built upon 
classification schemes developed by Chartkoff (1983), Green (1987), Hildebrandt et al. 
(2015), and Winthrop et al. (1995) and includes simple questions about the feature that 
were derived from the morphologic attributes of each feature type included in the field 
guide.  To use this key, the field archaeologist must start by answering question number 
1.  Each “yes” and “no” answer will either direct them to another question or present 
them with a feature type name.  The key should lead to the correct type name for the 
observed feature.  If the observed feature does not fall within the attributes described in 
the key, no type will be assigned and the field archaeologist will be instructed to describe 
the feature’s morphology. 
Presented after Dichotomous Key #1 are illustrations depicting the common 
morphological attributes of the ten rock feature types.  A table for each type presents 
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additional information detailing where these features are commonly found on the 
landscape and how their past functions have been interpreted.  This information was 
gathered from various ethnographic resources and archaeological reports.  Locations 
where these feature types have previously been recorded were obtained from Klamath 
Falls BLM archaeological site records.  While these site records are only from lands 
within the Klamath Falls Resource Area, they likely exhibit similar themes to rock 
feature sites throughout the broader region of the Upper Klamath Basin.  
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Table 2. Key #1: Determining Rock Feature Type 
Note: Record all rock features spaced  >50 cm apart separately.1 
1) Is the feature a depression in a talus slope?  
 Yes: The feature is a Talus Pit 
 No: Go to 2 
2) Is the feature composed of one single rock placed on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated 
bedrock)?  
Yes: The feature is a Single Rock Placement (Go to 11) 
No: Go to 3 
3) Is the feature composed of multiple rocks, placed no more than one course high and spaced no more 
than 50 centimeters apart on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated bedrock)? 
Yes: The feature is a Multiple Rock Placement (Go to 11) 
No: Go to 4 
4) Is the feature composed of multiple rocks positioned in a circular or roughly circular arrangement 
forming a complete ring? 
Yes: Go to 5 
No: Go to 7 
5) Is the resultant diameter less than 1 meter?  
Yes: The feature is a Rock Ring (Type 1) (Go to 11) 
No: Go to 6 
6) Is the resultant greater than 1 meter and less than 10 meters?  
Yes: The feature is a Rock Ring (Type 2) (Go to 11) 
No: Out of key. Please describe the morphologic attributes of the feature. 
7) Are the rocks positioned in a semicircular arrangement (a partial ring) that does not exceed 4 meters 
in any horizontal dimension?  
Yes: The feature is a U-Shaped Feature (Go to 11) 
No: Go to 8 
8) Are the rocks positioned in a continuous, or mostly continuous, roughly linear arrangement whose 
length exceeds its width by more than four times? 
Yes: The feature is a Rock Wall (Go to 11) 
No: Go to 9 
9) Are the rocks positioned one atop the other where only one rock is supporting the rock above it? 
Yes: The feature is a Rock Stack (Go to 11) 
No: Go to 10 
10) Are the rocks positioned in a pile with multiple courses? 
Yes: The feature is a Rock Pile (Go to 11) 
No: Out of key. Describe the morphologic attributes of the feature. 
11) Is the feature part of an alignment (a linear or curved arrangement2 of three or more individual rock 
features)?   
Yes: Indicate the feature is part of an alignment on the Rock Feature Recordation Form and fill 
out the Rock Alignment Supplemental Form.  
No: Indicate the feature is not part of an alignment on the Rock Feature Recordation Form.  
1 After field-testing (Chapter VI), this line was added. 
2 After field-testing (Chapter VI), this was adjusted from “a linear alignment” to “a linear or curved 
arrangement…”	  
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Single Rock Placement 
 
Figure 14. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Single Rock Placement.  Original drawing 
courtesy of Lynden Tanenbaum. 
 
Table 3.  Characteristics of Single Rock Placements 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
A single rock placed on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated bedrock). 
Distribution Prevalent in the study area; found at numerous archaeological sites throughout the 
region (e.g., Applen 2001, 2002; Jakien and Kraus 2012; Jones 2003). 
Location Various environments; commonly found on rocky outcrops, ridgelines, canyons, talus 
slopes, rocky flats, and at both high and low elevations (Deur 2016). 
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Applen 2001, 
2002; Jakien and Kraus 2012; Jones 2003). 
Function Constructed during Native American religious, spiritual, or ceremonial practice 
(Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Ray 1963; Spier 1930) or as markers for 
resource procurement locations (Deur 2016; Winthrop et al. 1995). 
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Multiple Rock Placement 
 
Figure 15. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Multiple Rock Placement.  Original drawing 
courtesy of Lynden Tanenbaum. 
 
Table 4.  Characteristics of Multiple Rock Placements 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
Two or more rocks placed on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated bedrock) that are 
not stacked or piled. Rocks can be touching, propped together, or spaced no greater 
than 50 centimeters apart. 
Distribution Prevalent in the study area; found at numerous archaeological sites throughout the 
region (e.g., Applen 2001, 2002; Jakien and Kraus 2012; Jones 2003). 
Location Various environments; commonly found on rocky outcrops, ridgelines, canyons, talus 
slopes, rocky flats, and at both high and low elevations (Deur 2016). 
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Jakien and 
Kraus 2012). 
Function Constructed during Native American religious, spiritual, or ceremonial practice 
(Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Ray 1963; Spier 1930) or as markers for 
resource procurement locations (Deur 2016; Winthrop et al. 1995). 
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Rock Stack 
 
Figure 16. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Rock Stack.  Original drawing courtesy of 
Lynden Tanenbaum. 
 
Table 5.  Characteristics of Rock Stacks 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
Two or more rocks placed one atop the other with only one rock supporting the rock 
above it. Can be placed on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated bedrock) or directly 
on the ground. 
Distribution Common; found at numerous archaeological sites throughout the region (e.g., Applen 
2001, 2002; Jakien and Kraus 2012; Jones 2003). 
Location Various environments; commonly found on rocky outcrops, ridgelines, canyons, talus 
slopes, rocky flats, and at both high and low elevations (Deur 2016). 
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Applen 2001, 
2002; Jakien and Kraus 2012; Jones 2003). 
Function Constructed during Native American religious, spiritual, or ceremonial practice 
(Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Ray 1963; Spier 1930), as markers for 
traditional Native American and historic trails, or as markers of resource procurement 
locations (Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Winthrop et al. 1995).           
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Rock Pile 
 
Figure 17. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Rock Pile. Original drawing courtesy of 
Lynden Tanenbaum. 
 
Table 6.  Characteristics of Rock Piles 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
Three or more rocks positioned in a pile (not stacked) with multiple courses. 
Distribution Common; found at numerous archaeological sites throughout the region (e.g., Cannon 
1980; Durant 2004; Jakien and Kraus 2012). 
Location Various environments; commonly found on rocky outcrops, ridgelines, canyons, talus 
slopes, rocky flats, and at both high and low elevations (Deur 2016). 
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Cannon 1980; 
Durant 2004; Jakien and Kraus 2012). 
Function Markers for traditional Native American trails or resource procurement locations 
(Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Winthrop et al. 1995).  Also constructed in historic 
period as fencepost supports, property boundary markers, trail markers, and cadastral 
survey markers (Chartkoff 1983; Hildebrandt et al. 2015).  Possibly constructed 
during Native American religious, spiritual, or ceremonial practice (Chartkoff 1983; 
Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Ray 1963; Spier 1930).  Rocks were sometimes used to 
cover human remains; piles may mark a burial or cremation location (Ray 1963; 
Winthrop et al. 1995).                 
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Rock Wall 
 
Figure 18. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Rock Wall. Original drawing courtesy of 
Lynden Tanenbaum. 
 
Table 7.  Characteristics of Rock Walls 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
A continuous, or mostly continuous linear pile of rocks whose total length exceeds its 
typical width by more than four times. 
Distribution Uncommon, but found at archaeological sites in the region (e.g., Cannon 1981; Harder 
1993; Hescock 2014; Jakien and Kraus 2012). 
Location Various environments. 
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Cannon 1981; 
Harder 1993; Hescock 2014; Jakien and Kraus 2012). 
Function Historic Rock Walls may have been constructed for ranching purposes or as property 
boundary markers.  Prehistoric Rock Walls may have been constructed as drift fences 
or hunting blinds (Hildebrandt et al. 2015; Winthrop et al. 1995).  While Ray 
(1963:186) describes traditional Modoc drift fences for communal antelope hunts 
made from sagebrush and rope, Scott and Oyarzun (2013) detail a 1,000-meter long 
drift fence made of rocks in northeastern California.        
Additional 
information 
These features are sometimes found in discontinuous segments (Hescock 2014).  If a 
Rock Wall has been identified, search the general area for other potential segments. 
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U-Shaped Feature 
 
Figure 19. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a U-Shaped Feature. Original drawing 
courtesy of Lynden Tanenbaum. 
 
Table 8.  Characteristics of U-Shaped Features 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
A semicircular arrangement of contiguous, or mostly contiguous rocks forming a 
partial ring that never exceeds four meters in any horizontal dimension. 
Distribution Uncommon, but found at archaeological sites in the region (e.g., Hescock 2013; 
Jakien and Kraus 2012). 
Location Various environments; found on rocky outcrops, ridgelines, canyons, rocky flats and 
locations with open viewsheds (Chartkoff 1983; Hildebrandt et al. 2015; Winthrop et 
al. 1995).  
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Hescock 
2013; Jakien and Kraus 2012). 
Function Constructed during Native American religious, spiritual, or ceremonial practice 
(Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Haynal 2000).  Temporary shelters built for the purpose 
of extended prayer, or what Chartkoff (1983:748) refers to as “prayer seats” could 
take the form of U-Shaped Features.  Hunting blinds can also take the form of U-
Shaped Features (Winthrop et al. 1995).  
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Rock Ring (Type 1) 
 
Figure 20. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Rock Ring (Type 1). Original drawing 
courtesy of Lynden Tanenbaum.   
 
Table 9.  Characteristics of Rock Ring (Type 1) Features 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
A circular or roughly circular arrangement of continuous, or mostly contiguous rocks 
forming a complete ring whose resultant diameter is less than 1 meter. 
Distribution Common; found throughout the region. 
Location Various environments.  
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts. 
Function Regularly identified as hearth rings when found filled with ash or charcoal (Chartkoff 
1983; Hildebrandt et al. 2015).  Often associated with historic recreational camping, 
but may be prehistoric in origin.  These features have been attributed to traditional 
Native American ritualistic practice (Chartkoff 1983:753). 
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Rock Ring (Type 2) 
 
Figure 21. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Rock Ring (Type 2). Original drawing 
courtesy of Lynden Tanenbaum.   
 
Table 10.  Characteristics of Rock Ring (Type 2) Features 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
A circular or roughly circular arrangement of continuous, or mostly contiguous rocks 
forming a complete ring whose resultant diameter is greater than 1 meter and less than 
10 meters.  
Distribution Uncommon; but found at archaeological sites in the region (e.g., Cannon 1977; Durant 
2004; Jakien and Kraus 2012; Silvermoon 1986). 
Location Various environments; commonly found close to resource procurement locations (e.g., 
Jakien and Kraus 2012; Silvermoon 1986). 
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Cannon 1977; 
Durant 2004; Jakien and Kraus 2012; Silvermoon 1986). 
Function 
 
Often identified as the remains of prehistoric structures at habitation locations (Durant 
2004; Silvermoon 1986).  Ray (1963:156-157) details the use of rock rings for the 
construction of Modoc summer dome-shaped houses.  These features may have been 
constructed during Native American religious, spiritual, or ceremonial practice.  
While no direct mention has been found in the ethnographic literature for the study 
area, Winthrop et al. (1995:89) suggest that rock rings may mark the location of a 
cremation.  
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Talus Pit 
 
Figure 22. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Talus Pit. Original drawing courtesy of 
Lynden Tanenbaum. 
 
Table 11.  Characteristics of Talus Pits 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
A human-made depression in a talus slope created by the moving of rocks. 
Distribution Uncommon; but found at archaeological sites in the region (e.g., Durant 2001; Harder 
1993; Hutchins and Simmons 1999; Jakien and Kraus 2012; O’Grady 2004; Paul-
Mann 1994). 
Location Talus slopes.  
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Durant 2001; 
Hutchins and Simmons 1999; Jakien and Kraus 2012; O’Grady 2004; Paul-Mann 
1994). 
Function Often identified as possible “hunting blinds” or “storage pits” (e.g., Durant 2001; 
Harder 1993; Hutchins and Simmons 1999; O’Grady 2004; Paul-Mann 1994).  
Excavated pits in lava rocks have been identified as cremation sites (Hessig 1965:63).  
These features have been recorded at sites interpreted as possible “vision quest” 
locations (e.g., Applen 2001; Jones 2003; Hescock 2010).  
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Rock Alignment 
 
Figure 23. Illustration depicting the common morphology of a Rock Alignment. Original drawing courtesy 
of Lynden Tanenbaum. 
 
Table 12.  Characteristics of Rock Alignments 
Characteristic Description 
Morphological 
description 
A linear or curved arrangement1 of three or more individual rock features with a visual 
line of sight from one to the next.  
Distribution Uncommon; but found at archaeological sites in the region (e.g., Applen 2002; 
Hescock 2010). 
Location Various environments; commonly found on rocky outcrops, ridgelines, canyons, rocky 
flats, and locations with open viewsheds (Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Jankowski 
2012).  
Association Isolated or in association with other rock feature types or artifacts (e.g., Applen 2002; 
Hescock 2010). 
Function May have been constructed during Native American religious, spiritual, or ceremonial 
practice (Chartkoff 1983; Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Ray 1963; Spier 1930), as 
markers for traditional Native American or historic trails (Chartkoff 1983; Winthrop 
et al. 1995), or for hunting purposes.    
Additional 
information 
While other arrangements of multiple features are possible (i.e., circular, zig-zag, etc.) 
these are not explicitly included in this definition of a Rock Alignment as they are 
very unlikely to occur in the study area.  Alignments may be difficult to identify in the 
field, especially if vegetation growth has obscured views.  Because of this, it is 
important to record and map all individual rock features within a site to see if an 
orientation exists (Hildebrandt et al. 2015). 
1 After field-testing this was adjusted from “a linear alignment” to “a linear, or curved arrangement…”	  
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Determining Origin 
 
Introduced below in Table 13 is Dichotomous Key #2, formatted to help 
differentiate natural formations from human-made rock features.  This key is built upon 
methods previously developed by Hildebrandt et al. (2015) and Powell and Powell 
(2001), supplemented with new methods developed from various technical reports, 
notably, Johnson and Johnson (2012).  This key includes questions about the 
environmental setting where the feature is located and the morphological attributes of the 
feature itself.  The questions are based on the geomorphic indicators discussed in the 
previous chapter and specifically formatted for the ten, rock feature types represented in 
the field guide.  If the observed feature does not fall within the attributes of these ten 
feature types, choose the feature type that most closely resembles the morphology of the 
observed feature and use that feature type for the key.  To use this key, the field 
archaeologist must start by answering question number 1.  Each “yes” and “no” answer 
will either direct them to another question or present them with a determination to 
whether the feature is likely natural, human-made, or has an undetermined origin.  If the 
feature is likely human-made or the origin of its creation is undetermined, it should be 
recorded with the Rock Feature Recordation Form.  If the formation is likely natural, it 
should not be recorded. 
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Table 13: Key #2: Differentiating Natural Formations from Human-Made Rock Features 
1) Does the feature fit one of the ten defined types from the previous table? 
Yes: Go to 2 
No:  Choose the defined feature type most similar to the observed feature and go to 2 
 
2) Is the feature a Single Rock Placement, Multiple Rock Placement, Rock Stack, or Rock Pile?  
Yes: Go to 3 
No: Go to 7 
 
3) Are the individual rocks symmetrically positioned with well-fitting concave-convex or flat1 
mating surfaces? 
Yes: Go to 4 
No: Go to 5 
 
4) Do the individual rocks have a drastically different vesicular pattern, texture, color, or lichen 
growth? 
Yes: Go to 6 
No: Likely natural 
 
5) Do the individual rocks have a drastically different vesicular pattern, texture, color, or lichen 
growth? 
Yes: Likely human-made 
No: Go to 6 
 
6) Is there strong evidence suggesting the feature could have been created by tree growth, rock 
fall, or alluvial processes? 
Yes: Undetermined 
No: Likely human-made 
 
7) Is the feature a Rock Wall, U-Shaped Feature, or Rock Ring (Type 1)? 
Yes: Go to 8 
No: Go to 9 
 
8) Is there strong evidence that the feature may have been created by tree growth or a wind 
thrown tree? 
Yes: Undetermined 
No: Likely human-made 
 
9) Is the feature a Rock Ring (Type 2)? 
Yes: Go to 10 
No: Go to 11 
  
10) Is the feature greater than 10 meters in diameter and comprised of well-sorted rocks 
positioned close to the ground that border a low mound of soil? 
Yes: Likely natural 
No: Likely human-made 
 
11) Is the feature a Talus Pit? 
Yes: Go to 12 
No: Choose the defined feature type most similar to the observed feature and go back to 2. 
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Table 13: Key #2: Differentiating Natural Formations from Human-Made Rock Features (continued) 
12) Is the pit bordered by rocks that are stacked or positioned higher than the natural surface of 
the surrounding talus? 
Yes: Likely human-made 
No: Go to 13 
 
13) Do stacked rocks form a distinct wall or high mound at the lower lip of the pit? 
Yes: Likely human-made 
No: Go to 14 
 
14) Is the floor of the pit covered with rocks smaller than the majority of the rocks found 
elsewhere on the surface of the talus? 
Yes: Likely human-made 
No: Go to 15 
 
15) Does the pit have a width to depth ratio of 0.5 to 1 (half as deep as it is wide)? 
Yes: Undetermined 
No: Likely natural 
1 After field-testing (Chapter VI), this was adjusted from “concave-convex” to “concave-convex or flat…”  
 
Determining General Age 
 
  Introduced below in Table 14 is Dichotomous Key #3, formatted to help 
determine the general age of a rock feature.  This key includes questions regarding the 
presence or absence of the age indicators discussed in the previous chapter.  To use this 
key, the field archaeologist must start by answering question number 1.  Each “yes” and 
“no” answer will either direct them to another question or present them with a general 
determination of age (e.g., “prehistoric or historic (>50 years),” “prehistoric or historic 
(>50 years) with recent modification,” “recently constructed,” or “undetermined”).   
Human-made rock features determined to be “prehistoric or historic (>50 years)” 
or having an “undetermined” age should be recorded using the Rock Feature Recordation 
Form.  Rock features determined to be “recently constructed” do not need to be recorded.  
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However, if the field archaeologist chooses to record a “recently constructed” rock 
feature, the age determination and indicator data needs to be documented in the Rock 
Feature Recordation Form.  Rock features that are determined to be “prehistoric or 
historic (>50 years) with recent modification” need to be documented in the Rock Feature 
Recordation Form and labeled as “disturbed” and “modified” under the disturbance 
column.  Additional information about the modification should be documented in the 
additional notes column as well.  If no age indicators are observed (e.g., lichen fusion, 
debris accumulation, vegetation growth, differential weathering or rock coatings) the 
feature should be recorded as having an “undetermined” age.  
 
Table 14: Key #3: Determining a General Age 
1) Does the feature exhibit any of these traits: (1) lichen fusion between rocks1, (2) mature, slow-
growing vegetation on, within, or against the feature, or (3) > 5 cm of significantly decomposed 
vegetative debris and/or sediment accumulation2 on, within, or against the feature? 
Yes: Go to 2 
No: Go to 3 
 
2) Does the feature exhibit differential weathering or rock coatings (e.g., caliche, mineral bands, 
carbonate crust, rock varnish, loose soil) on one or more individual rocks suggesting they were 
recently removed from the ground?  
Yes: The feature is likely prehistoric or historic (>50 years) with recent modification.  
Document this determination on the Rock Feature Recordation Form and mention the 
modification in the disturbance column. 
No: The feature is likely prehistoric or historic (>50 years) in origin.  Document this 
determination on the Rock Feature Recordation Form. 
 
3) Does the feature exhibit differential weathering or rock coatings (e.g., caliche, mineral bands, 
carbonate crust, rock varnish, loose soil) on one or more individual rocks suggesting they were 
recently removed from the ground? 
Yes: The feature was most likely recently constructed and does not need to be recorded.  If you 
choose to record it, document this determination on the Rock Feature Recordation Form. 
No: The feature has an undetermined age.  Document this determination on the Rock Feature 
Recordation Form.  
1After field-testing (Chapter VI), this footnote was added stating “use a flashlight to aid in lichen fusion 
identification in low-light situations.” 
2After field testing (Chapter VI), this was adjusted from “decomposing vegetative debris accumulation…” 
to “> 5 cm of significantly decomposed vegetative debris and/or sediment accumulation…”	 	
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Rock Feature Recordation Forms 
 
When recording a rock feature site, it is important to document the morphological 
attributes of the features as well as the landscape characteristics for which they are found.  
This information is not only essential for a thorough site recordation, but is important to 
allow interpretation of the site’s past function.  Two rock feature recordation forms are 
introduced below to help in the recording process.  Table 16 presents the Rock Feature 
Recordation Form and Table 18 presents the Rock Alignment Supplemental Form.  These 
forms were primarily developed using the archaeological field experience of this 
researcher, however aspects from rock feature recordation forms developed by Green 
(1987), Winthrop et al. (1995) and White (1980) were employed as well. 
For each feature documented using these forms, a feature number and type name 
will be assigned, a general age determined, important landscape characteristics identified, 
morphological measurements taken, and condition assessed.  To show how rock features 
should be recorded using these forms, Table 15 includes the simulated records of nine 
different features.  Table 17 includes the simulated record of one Rock Alignment.  To 
aid in the proper use of these forms, associated keys were formatted for each that include 
instructions.  These keys are presented in Table 16 and Table 18 below, and will be 
included with the field forms in the Rock Feature Field Guide.  It is important to note that 
the rock feature recordation forms are intended to supplement an official site record and 
should not be used as the standalone method for recording a rock feature site.    
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Table 15: Rock Feature Recordation Form with Nine Simulated Features Recorded  
Feature 
# Type Age  
Age 
Indicator Landform View 
Rock 
Count/ 
Courses1 
Rock 
Sizes Condition 
Part of an 
Alignment?  Measurements Additional Notes 
F1 SRP P/H LF Rocky Flat N 1/1 Cobble Disturbed 
(burned) 
No 25 x 30 x 30 cm  
F2 RS P/H LF Ridgeline NE, E 3/3 Boulders Disturbed 
(modified) 
Yes (A1) 30 x 40 x 90 cm One rock appears 
to have been 
recently added. 
F3 MRP P/H LF Ridgeline NE, E 3/1 Boulders Undisturbed Yes (A1) 50 x 70 x 80 cm  
F4 RP P/H LF, VDA Ridgeline NE, E 5/3 Boulders Disturbed 
(modified) 
Yes (A1) 80 x 80 x 120 
cm 
Two rocks appear 
to have been 
recently added. 
F5 RP P/H VDA Ridgeline NE, E 6/3 Boulders Undisturbed Yes (A1) 90 x 95 x 160 
cm 
 
F6 RRT1 P/H VG Saddle N 8/3 Cobbles, 
Boulders 
Undisturbed No 40 x 30 x 95 cm  
F7 RRT2 U None Canyon 
Wall 
E ≈150/5 Cobbles, 
Boulders 
Disturbed 
(partially 
collapsed)  
No 120 x 140 x 
(300 min/400 
max) cm 
Clear views to the 
canyon floor 
looking east from 
the feature. 
F8 RW R RC Bluff SE ≈100/5 Cobbles, 
Boulders 
Disturbed 
(painted) 
No 100 x 120 x 600 
cm 
 
F9 TP P/H LF Talus 
Slope 
E >200/8 Cobbles, 
Boulders 
Undisturbed No 103 x 150 x (60 
min/90 max) 
cm 
Positioned 
approximately 20 
meters from a 
spring. 
1 After field-testing (Chapter VI), this was adjusted from “Rock Count” to “Rock Count/Courses”  
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Table 16: Key to the Rock Feature Recordation Form 
FEATURE NUMBER: 
 (F1, F2, F3, F4….) 
 
TYPE: 
Single Rock Placement (SRP); Multiple Rock Placement (MRP); Rock Stack (RS); Rock Pile (RP); Rock Wall (RW); U-Shaped Feature (USF); Rock Ring 
(Type 1) (RRT1); Rock Ring (Type 2) (RRT2); Talus Pit (TP); Other (Describe) 
 
AGE: 
Likely recently constructed (R); likely prehistoric or historic (>50 years ) (P/H); undetermined age (U) 
 
AGE INDICATOR: 
Rock coatings or differential weathering (RC); Lichen fusion (LF); Vegetation growth (VG); Vegetative debris accumulation (VDA) 
 
LANDFORM: 
Valley; Ridgeline; Bluff/Butte; Saddle/Depression; River terrace; Canyon; Rocky flat; Rim rock; Bedrock; Other (describe) 
 
VIEW: 
North (N); East (E); South (S); West (W); Northeast (NE); Southeast (SE); Southwest (SW); Northwest (NW) 
 
ROCK COUNT/COURSES: 
(not including the base rock) 
Rock Count: Number of individual rocks comprising the feature (estimate for larger features) 
Courses: Number of vertical rock layers comprising the tallest portion (or deepest for Talus Pits) of the feature.  If different parts of the feature have different 
number of courses, describe typical course height/depth, or a range of course heights under “Additional Notes”. 
 
ROCK SIZES: 
Wentworth (1922) Scale: Pebble (0.4cm to 6.3cm) – Cobble (6.4cm to 25.5cm) – Boulder (>25.6cm) 
 
CONDITION: 
(disturbed/undisturbed): Describe the disturbance to the feature (e.g., burned, crushed, collapsed, painted, modified, etc.) 
 
PART OF AN ALIGNMENT? 
(yes/no – if yes, list the alignment number and fill out the corresponding Rock Alignment form)  
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Table 16: Key to the Rock Feature Recordation Form (continued) 
MEASUREMENTS: 
Measured in metric units; centimeters for smaller measurements and meters for larger measurements. 
 
● For Single Rock Placements, Multiple Rock Placements:	
maximum length x maximum width x maximum height 
− For Multiple Rock Placements with space between rocks, include the space in the measurements.  	
− Do not include the base rock (boulder or elevated bedrock) in the measurement.	
 
● For Rock Stacks and Rock Piles:	
maximum length x maximum width x maximum height 
− If constructed on a base rock (boulder or elevated bedrock), do not include the base rock in the measurement.	
 
● For U-Shaped Features and Rock Walls:	
total length x typical width x typical height  
 
● For Rock Ring (Type 1):	
maximum width x maximum height x maximum outer diameter 
− Diameter measurement taken from the outside edge of the ring feature.	
 
● For Rock Ring (Type 2):	
typical width x typical height x (min/max outer diameter) 
− Diameter measurement taken from the outside edge of the ring feature.	
 
● For Talus Pits:	
minimum diameter x maximum diameter x (min/max depth) 
− Diameter is measured from the interior edge of the pit, from the estimated naturally formed surface of the talus.	
− Depth is measured from the estimated naturally formed surface of the talus.  	
 
ADDITIONAL NOTES: 
Use this space to make additional explanations or observations (e.g., components of a feature like propping, voids, pointing or mimicking, explanation of 
disturbance, explanation of age indicators, observation of possible alignment with distant landforms, proximity to significant natural features like springs, 
lakes, caves, rock monoliths, etc.). 
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Table 17: Rock Alignment Supplemental Form with one Alignment Recorded  
Alignment Number 
Features Included in 
Alignment Total Length Orientation Additional Notes 
A1 F2, F3, F4, F5 
	
60 meters  
(paced) 
90° and 270° 
(Suunto MC-2 compass) 
Runs along a known historic trail. Modifications 
(recent additions of rocks) have been made to F2 
and F4. 
 
Table 18: Key to the Rock Alignment Supplemental Form 
ALIGNMENT NUMBER: 
(A1, A2, A3…) 
 
FEATURES INCLUDED IN ALIGNMENT: 
List all feature numbers of the features included in the alignment. 
 
TOTAL LENGTH: 
Measured distance between the two end features in the alignment, and means of measurement. 
 
ORIENTATION: 
Provide approximate directional degrees of the alignment’s orientation, and means of measurement. 
 
ADDITIONAL NOTES: 
Use this space to make additional explanations or observations.  
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The Additional Notes columns on the recordation forms are intended to allow the 
field archaeologist to describe rock feature characteristics not covered with the other 
columns and provide explanation for their observations.  According to Sara Boyko, 
Klamath Falls BLM Archaeologist (personal communication, 2018), four characteristics 
of individual rock features may be observed in the study area, including propping, voids, 
pointing, and mimicking.  Propping is when multiple rocks are tilted against one another 
(Hildebrandt et al. 2015:18), but not actually stacked.  According to Boyko (personal 
communication, 2018), voids are openings within rock features that may frame a specific 
object or landscape feature.  It is possible that these two characteristics may be observed 
on the same feature, as propping sometimes creates a void (Hildebrandt et al. 2015:18).  
Pointing refers to the direction to which the feature is oriented, such as pointing to a 
prominent landscape feature like a mountain.  This could be indicated by the orientation 
of the long axis of a single top rock (see Jankowski 2012), by propping rocks into a 
triangular profile view (Hildebrandt et al. 2015:18), or by the orientation of the long axis 
of linear features like walls (see Tomlin 2010).  In any example, the compass bearing 
(azimuth) of the apparent pointing should be noted.  Mimicking is when a rock feature is 
built to resemble a landscape feature that can be seen in the distance, like a mountain.  
Beyond these feature characteristics, other observations that should be noted include 
significant natural features found within close proximity to the site, additional 
explanation of age indicators used, and explanation of disturbances observed.  
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CHAPTER VI 
TEST APPLICATION TO SITE 35KL3751 
 
This chapter will detail the application of the rock feature identification and 
recordation methods at test site 35KL3751.  A description of field methods will be 
discussed first followed by the results section.  Maps and tables are included to provide 
context.  Analysis of the fieldwork and changes to the methodology will be discussed 
last.  
 
Field Methods 
 
The purpose of the fieldwork was to apply the rock feature identification and 
recordation methods to all possible human-made rock formations identified in a test area 
within the boundary of site 35KL3751.  The three dichotomous keys introduced in the 
previous chapter were applied to all formations, and rock features recorded using the rock 
feature recordation forms.  Applying the methodology in the field not only tested the ease 
of use, but brought to light potential issues with the keys and forms.  These issues were 
then corrected and adjustments made to the final draft of the field guide.   
Prior to commencing fieldwork, and at the request of the Oregon BLM State 
Archaeologist, an Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) Permit was acquired 
to ensure this researcher was abiding federal laws while conducting archaeological 
fieldwork on BLM land.  Site 35KL3751 was initially recorded as a prehistoric site, with 
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artifacts and features likely dating older than 100 years (Jakien and Kraus 2012).  
Because of this, an ARPA Permit was applicable, whereas sites dating from 50 years to 
100 years old are issued Antiquities Act permits (National Park Service 2017).  Permits 
for Archaeological Investigations are legal documents that detail the location and extent 
of archaeological research and ensure that the fieldwork does not violate ARPA, the 
Antiquities Act, or other federal statutes (National Park Service 2017). 
The Application for Permit for Archaeological Investigations (DI Form 1926) was 
completed and mailed to the Oregon/Washington BLM Office on March 5, 2017.  After 
review, ARPA Permit Number OR-50949 was issued on March 30, 2017, allowing 
archaeological research at site 35KL3751.  The permit included terms and conditions that 
ensured compliance with the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
(NAGPRA) and allowed for a pedestrian survey of the site.  The collection of artifacts or 
excavation of the site was not permitted.  The permit also required the dissemination of 
locational information and GIS data with the managing BLM office. 
After issuance of the ARPA Permit, the first step of fieldwork was to identify a 
location within the site to apply the developed methods.  During the early phase of this 
thesis, the initial idea was to apply the methods to all rock formations found within the 
entire recorded site boundary.  However, it was soon realized that due to the large size of 
the site and high number of feature types represented within its boundary, this idea was 
not practical or needed.  The second idea was to apply the methods to all rock formations 
within a 100-meter buffer of the site datum, where at least 75 rock features had 
previously been observed during an exploratory site visit on September 11th, 2016.  
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Again, due to the high density of rock features found within that area it was decided that 
this large of a sample was not needed.  For an adequate study, it was determined that at 
least 30 rock formations should be tested.  To be efficient with the fieldwork, the goal 
was to find a relatively small area containing between 30 and 50 formations.  Another 
goal was to find an area containing as many different features types as possible, to test 
Dichotomous Key #1 and to see if any observed features fell out of key.  The original site 
record sketch map showed a dense concentration of diverse feature types located directly 
northwest of the site datum (Jakien and Kraus 2012:5).  It was determined that over 30 
formations could likely be tested within a 50-meter by 50-meter square area in the 
densest part of that concentration.  This portion of the site became the target area for the 
planned fieldwork.     
Fieldwork was conducted between May 24, 2017 and May 26, 2017 by a single 
individual (this researcher).  The site datum was located and the rock feature 
concentration identified.  A test area measuring approximately 50-meters by 50-meters 
was then laid out using a Garmin GPSMap 60CSx handheld GPS unit, a Suunto MC-2 
mirror survey compass, and flagging tape.  The area was positioned in a location that 
included a diverse assemblage of rock features as indicated from the site sketch map.  
Figure 24 depicts the location of the test area within site 35KL3751.  Two sides of the 
test area were aligned northwest-southeast contouring the topography of the landscape.  
The purpose of this was to limit the climbing and descending of elevation while walking 
transects.  
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Figure 24. Location of test area within site 35KL3751.  Modified from original site sketch map (Jakien and 
Kraus 2012:5). 
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The testing strategy involved conducting a pedestrian survey within the test area 
and applying the three dichotomous keys to all rock formations that exhibited 
characteristics of human-made rock features.  These characteristics are based on the 
morphological descriptions of the ten rock feature types represented in the field guide and 
include: (1) one or more rocks positioned on top of a base rock (boulder or elevated 
bedrock); (2) stacked or piled rocks; (3) rocks positioned in a linear orientation; (4) rocks 
forming a ring or partial ring; and (5) depressions in talus slope.  If a rock formation 
exhibited one or more of these characteristics, the rock feature identification and 
recordation methods were applied to that formation.  
It was determined that transects spaced approximately five meters apart would 
give sufficient ground coverage of the test area and locate all possible human-made rock 
formations within its boundary.  Survey was conducted by walking northwest-southeast 
transects moving in a northerly direction.  Transect 1 started at the southeast corner of the 
test area, approximately five meters northeast from the test area boundary.  Eight 
transects were walked in total, covering the entire test area.  The rocky and steep 
landscape of the southeast boundary made it difficult to accurately measure that side of 
the test area, and while laying out corner markers, the northeast marker was placed 
approximately five meters to the southwest from its intended location.  As a result, the 
southeastern test area boundary was slightly shorter than anticipated.  Only eight 
transects were needed to cover the area, compared to the nine transects that would be 
needed to cover a perfect 50 meter by 50 meter square.        
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All rock formations that exhibited characteristics of human-made rock features 
were identified and their locations recorded using the GPS unit.  The three dichotomous 
keys were then applied to all the formations.  Dichotomous Key #1 assigned type names, 
Dichotomous Key #2 determined whether the formations were likely naturally occurring, 
human-made or of undetermined origin, and Dichotomous Key #3 determined whether 
the features were likely prehistoric or historic (>50 years), recently constructed, modified, 
or had an undetermined age.  All rock features identified as likely human-made and not 
recently constructed were fully recorded using the rock feature recordation forms. 
To abide with the requirements of ARPA Permit Number OR-50949 and to 
respect the Klamath Tribes, no ground disturbance occurred during fieldwork, no artifacts 
were collected, and rock features were not disturbed while taking measurements.  Site 
overview photographs were taken and are included in this thesis to illustrate landscape 
characteristics, however, no photographs of individual rock features are included.  While 
specific locational data was collected during fieldwork, this data is not included within 
this thesis to retain confidentiality of the site location. 
 
Results of Field Test 
 
 After completing survey of the test area, 40 rock formations that exhibited 
characteristics of human-made rock features were tested.  Special care was given to 
identify all formations within the test area that exhibited these characteristics.  Out of the 
40 formations, 34 were determined to likely be human-made and not recently 
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constructed.  These were fully recorded using the Rock Feature Recordation Form (see 
Appendix B for the completed recordation form).  The locations of all 40 formations 
within the test area are depicted in Figure 25.  Each formation tested was designated a 
rock formation number (RF1, RF2, RF3, etc.) and each rock feature recorded with the 
Rock Feature Recordation Form was designated a rock feature number (F1, F2, F3, etc.).  
Table 19 presents information about each of these formations. 
Dichotomous Key #1 was used to classify 37 out of the 40 formations tested 
(three formations fell out of key).  These classifications included 16 Single Rock 
Placements, 6 Multiple Rock Placements, 6 Rock Piles, 3 Rock Stacks, 2 Rock Walls, 2 
Rock Ring (Type 2) features, 1 U-Shaped Feature, 1 Talus Pit.  Three features (RF22, 
RF23, RF29) fell out of key for Dichotomous Key #1 because the morphological 
attributes for the features did not fit the feature type descriptions in that key.  In all three 
cases, two different rock feature types were found on a single base rock with less than 50 
centimeters separating them.  Both RF22 and RF23 were comprised of a Rock Pile and a 
Single Rock Placement on the same base rock, while RF29 was comprised of a Rock 
Stack and a Multiple Rock Placement on the same base rock.  In each case, one of the 
two individual rock features was composed of rocks placed more than one course high.  
Because of this, Dichotomous Key #1, Question 3 was not applicable to determining the 
feature type and each feature eventually fell out of key.  In each case, the morphological 
attributes of the feature was described on the Rock Feature Recordation Form and 
measurements taken encompassing all rocks found on top of the single base rock (see 
Appendix B for additional information regarding these features). 
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Figure 25. Locations of the 40 tested rock formations within the test area. 
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Table 19.  The 40 Rock Formations Tested at Site 35KL3751 
Transect # 
Rock 
Formation # 
Rock 
Feature # 
Rock Formation Description1 
(type: rock count, height)  
1 RF1 F1 Rock Pile: 3 rocks, 38cm  
1 RF2 F2 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 29cm 
1 RF3 F3 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 27cm 
1 RF4 F4 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 27cm 
1 RF5 - Single Rock Placement: unrecorded  
1 RF6 F5 Multiple Rock Placement: 4 rocks, 16cm 
1 RF7 F6 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 17cm 
1 RF8 F7 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 29cm 
1 RF9 - Single Rock Placement: unrecorded 
1 RF10 F8 Multiple Rock Placement: 2 rocks, 22cm 
1 RF11 F9 Rock Pile: 5 rocks, 37cm 
1 RF12 F10 Rock Stack: 2 rocks, 29cm 
1 RF13 F11 Rock Pile: 6 rocks, 37cm 
2 RF14 - Multiple Rock Placement: unrecorded 
2 RF15 F12 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 13cm 
2 RF16 F13 Rock Ring (Type 2): approx. 20 rocks, 35cm 
2 RF17 F14 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 17cm 
2 RF18 F15 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 30cm 
2 RF19 F16 Rock Pile: 7 rocks, 26cm 
3 RF20 F17 U-Shaped Feature: approx. 40 rocks, 60cm 
3 RF21 F18 Rock Pile: 3 rocks, 30cm 
3 RF22 F19 Out of Key: 4 rocks, 40cm 
3 RF23 F20 Out of Key: 4 rocks, 32cm 
3 RF24 F21 Rock Wall: 12 rocks, 40cm 
3 RF25 F22 Rock Wall: 18 rocks, 35cm 
3 RF26 F23 Multiple Rock Placement: 2 rocks, 8cm 
3 RF27 F24 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 19cm 
3 RF28 F25 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 10cm 
3 RF29 F26 Out of Key: 9 rocks, 20cm 
4 RF30 F27 Rock Ring (Type 2): approx. 100 rocks, 40cm 
4 RF31 - Single Rock Placement: unrecorded 
5 RF32 F28 Rock Stack: 2 rocks, 28cm 
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Table 19.  The 40 Rock Formations Tested at Site 35KL3751 (continued) 
Transect # 
Rock 
Formation # 
Rock 
Feature # 
Rock Formation Description1 
(type: rock count, height)  
5 RF33 - Multiple Rock Placement: unrecorded 
6 RF34 F29 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 22cm 
6 RF35 F30 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 34cm 
7 RF36 F31 Multiple Rock Placement: 2 rocks, 30cm 
8 RF37 - Talus Pit: unrecorded 
8 RF38 F32 Rock Pile: 6 rocks, 52cm 
8 RF39 F33 Rock Stack: 2 rocks, 52cm 
8 RF40 F34 Single Rock Placement: 1 rock, 25cm 
1See Appendix B for additional information on the recorded rock features 
 
Out of the 40 formations, five were interpreted as likely natural (RF5, RF9, RF14, 
RF31, RF37).  Three of those formations (RF5, RF9, RF31) exhibited morphological 
attributes of Single Rock Placements, one (RF14) exhibited attributes of a Multiple Rock 
Placement, and one (RF37) exhibited attributes of a Talus Pit.  Four formations (RF5, 
RF9, RF14, RF31) were interpreted as likely natural because all exhibited well-fitting 
concave-convex mating surfaces (Key #2, Question 3) and had a similar vesicular pattern 
between the parent and positioned rocks (Key #2, Question 4).  RF37 was interpreted as 
likely natural because it did not exhibit any of the morphological attributes of a human-
made Talus Pit (Key #2, Questions 12 through 15).  These formations were not recorded 
on the Rock Feature Recordation Form.   
Two rock features (RF4, RF6) were interpreted as having undetermined origins.  
RF4 was classified as a Single Rock Placement and RF6 was classified as a Multiple 
Rock Placement.  Both features did not exhibit individual rocks symmetrically positioned 
with well-fitting concave-convex mating surfaces (Key #2, Question 3) or drastically 
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different vesicular pattern, texture, color or lichen growth (Key #2 Question 5).  Because 
both features were positioned on a rocky outcrop with loose rocks located above, there 
was strong evidence suggesting the features could have been created by rock fall (Key 
#2, Question 6).  Because these features were interpreted as having an undetermined 
origin, they were documented on the Rock Feature Recordation Form.             
Using Dichotomous Key #3, it was determined that one feature (RF33) was likely 
recently constructed.  This feature was identified as a Single Rock Placement that was 
likely human-made based on Key #1 and #2.  However, it was determined that this 
feature was likely recently constructed because it did not exhibit any of the traits listed in 
Key #3, Question 1 and exhibited a reddish appearance on the topside of the positioned 
rock suggesting it was recently removed from the ground (Key #3, Question 3).  Because 
this feature was interpreted as recently constructed, it was not documented on the Rock 
Feature Recordation Form. 
In total, 34 rock features were fully documented on the Rock Feature Recordation 
Form because all were interpreted as either human-made or had undetermined origins and 
all were ascribed prehistoric or historic (>50 years) or undetermined ages.  Using 
Dichotomous Key #3, it was determined that 20 features were likely prehistoric or 
historic (>50 years) and 14 had undetermined ages.  Lichen fusion was most often used as 
an age indicator (19 features), followed by vegetative debris accumulation (3 features) 
and vegetation growth (2 features).  Features that exhibited no age indicators were 
recorded as having an undetermined age. 
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Lichen fusion was used as an indicator of antiquity for 19 features.  It was 
assumed that the difference in color between lichen indicated different species.  Within 
the test area, three different color varieties were most often observed, including a dark 
grey/black variety, a light grey/white variety, and a bright orange/yellow variety.  Often, 
these three varieties were seen on the same rock.  The amount and type of lichen that 
each feature exhibited varied, but fusion between the mating surfaces of individual rocks 
was observed on each.  
Vegetative debris accumulation was used as an indicator of antiquity for three 
features (RF6, RF16, RF19).  RF6, classified as a Multiple Rock Placement, exhibited a 
relatively thin layer (>5 and <15 cm deep) of decomposing juniper duff positioned 
against the feature.  This vegetative debris likely fell from the tree above.  RF16, 
classified as a Rock Ring (Type 2) feature, exhibited substantial amounts of decomposing 
vegetative debris on, within, and against the feature, to the extent that rocks were 
partially buried by debris and soil.  RF19, classified as a Rock Pile, exhibited a thin layer 
(>5 and <15 cm deep) of decomposing juniper and grass duff against the sides of multiple 
rocks. 
Vegetation growth was used as an indicator of antiquity for two features (RF16, 
RF30).  Both were classified as Rock Ring (Type 2) features.  RF16 exhibited mature 
sagebrush growing against rocks comprising the feature and RF30 exhibited dead 
sagebrush and other unidentified woody plants growing against and between rocks 
comprising the feature.   RF16 also exhibited lichen fusion and vegetative debris 
accumulation while RF30 also exhibited lichen fusion.     
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Discussion of Field Test 
  
Test application at site 35KL3751 shows that the developed methodology is 
successful at classifying and recording the seven rock feature types represented within the 
test area (Single Rock Placements, Multiple Rock Placements, Rock Piles, Rock Stacks, 
Rock Walls, Rock Ring (Type 2) features, and U-Shaped Features).  Because a Rock 
Ring (Type 1) feature was not represented in the test area, no conclusion can be made 
about the success of the methodology for identifying and recording that feature type.  
Also, because no human-made Talus Pits were identified, the success of the Talus Pit 
identification methodology is also unclear.  While no Rock Alignments were classified in 
the test area, multiple “possible” Rock Alignments were identified.  Concerns regarding 
the Rock Alignment classification are discussed later in this section. 
Issues with Dichotomous Key #1 were identified during testing when three out of 
the 40 formations (7.5%) fell out of key (RF22, RF23, RF29).  All three were identified 
as combinations of two separate feature types positioned less than 50 centimeters apart on 
the same base rock.  In each case, one of the two features was comprised of rocks placed 
more than one course high.  Because of this, Dichotomous Key #1, Question 3 was not 
applicable to determining feature type and each feature eventually fell out of key.  While 
Dichotomous Key #1 can classify two or more single-coursed features spaced less than 
50 centimeters apart on the same base rock (Multiple Rock Placement), it cannot classify 
two or more features, comprised of at least one multiple-coursed feature, spaced less than 
50 centimeters apart on the same base rock.  Editing Dichotomous Key #1 to classify the 
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feature combinations mentioned above was considered, however; the field test infers that 
they are uncommon and editing and/or adding questions to the key would complicate the 
system and diminish its ease of use.  Simply describing the morphology of these feature 
combinations when encountered is a better option. 
Two additional classification issues were identified after testing.  Firstly, it was 
realized that Dichotomous Key #1 could not classify two or more individual rocks 
(Single Rock Placements) spaced more than 50 centimeters apart on the same base rock.  
Secondly, it could not classify two or more features, comprised of at least one multiple-
coursed feature, spaced more than 50 centimeters apart on the same base rock.  While 
these feature combinations were not encountered in the test area, Dichotomous Key #1 
was edited to address these potential issues.  A new phrase was added to the top of the 
key to ensure all features spaced more than 50 centimeters apart would be recorded 
separately.  This approach had actually been decided prior to fieldwork, but was not 
clearly incorporated into the classification system prior to testing.  The 50-centimeter 
distance was not based on information gleaned through ethnographic research; rather it 
was based on the assumption that features spaced far apart were likely constructed for 
different reasons and/or at different times and should be recorded separately.   
The ten rock feature types classified in the field guide do not represent all possible 
types that could be encountered in the Upper Klamath Basin, just the most common.  It is 
assumed that some features will inevitably fall out of key and this is acceptable.  
Dichotomous Key #1 is formatted to capture all feature types whether they fall into the 
ten classified features or not.  It is expected that roughly the same percentage of feature 
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types would fall out of key when recording rock features outside of the test area.  This is 
an acceptable percentage.  A main goal of the rock feature guide is to present field 
archaeologists with classifications of the most common rock feature types found in the 
region.  The success of Dichotomous Key #1 is evident because 92.5% of the formations 
identified within the test area were classified as one of ten feature types represented in the 
guide.     
No Rock Alignments were recorded in the test area.  During testing it was 
realized that the classification of a Rock Alignment was not well defined.  While the 
original definition states that an alignment must be linear (a straight line) it did not 
specify how much deviation from straight was acceptable or how the orientation must be 
measured.  As a result, alignment identification was attempted through visual assessment 
without the use of a compass or GPS.  To identify alignments, this researcher stood 
immediately adjacent to features and examined the landscape in all directions, sometimes 
looking down the length of an outstretched arm for guidance.  Groupings of features that 
appeared aligned but did not meet the requirement of a linear (straight) alignment were 
recorded as “possible” on the Rock Feature Recordation Form.  A possible alignment was 
identified including RF21, RF22, RF23, RF24 and RF25, a second possible alignment 
identified between RF34, RF36 and RF35, and a third possible alignment observed 
including RF38, RF39 and RF40 (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26. Possible alignments observed in the test area.  Red lines indicate the rock formations in question. 
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 While features comprising the possible alignments were not linearly oriented, 
they did appear to align in curved orientations.  In each case, the morphology of the 
features and the landforms on which they were positioned helped create the impression of 
alignment.  For example, RF21, RF22, RF23, RF24, and RF25 were all positioned within 
close proximity along an elevated rocky outcrop and together resembled a possible 
segmented Rock Wall (RF24 and RF25 were individually recorded as Rock Walls).  It is 
interesting to note that feature groupings not recorded as alignments in the field were 
shown later in GIS to be in linear orientations (RF26, RF27, RF28) and (RF15, RF16, 
RF17, RF18).  After field-testing, a strict set of measurement parameters using a compass 
and GIS mapping was considered to help objectify the identification process for Rock 
Alignments.  However, it was realized that adding strict parameters would likely result in 
features not originally created as alignments being classified as such and features 
originally created as alignments being left unrecorded. 
The overall purpose of Dichotomous Key #1 is to objectively classify feature 
types based on morphological attributes, not past function.  This system does not work 
for Rock Alignments.  Unlike the other nine feature types that consist of a single feature, 
a Rock Alignment consists of multiple contributing features constructed together for a 
singular purpose.  Defining strict, measureable parameters for Rock Alignment recording 
without specifying the purpose of the alignment is difficult.  For example, if a series of 
features were aligned for a specific function (i.e., trail markers) but they do not fit into 
the parameters of a linear alignment, it will not be recorded and valuable site information 
aiding in interpretation will go undocumented.  Furthermore, rock features found in dense 
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concentrations may fall within the parameters of a Rock Alignment even if the original 
creator of the features did not intend for an alignment to occur.   
Defining what constitutes a Rock Alignment has clearly been a challenge to 
archaeologists.  Rock feature researchers discussed in this thesis have defined Rock 
Alignments in various ways, from single features aligned with distant objects (Jankowski 
2012; Tomlin 2010), to linear arrangements of separate features (Green 1987), to 
arrangements that can be straight or curved (Chartkoff 1983; Hildebrandt et al. 2015).  
After testing, it was ultimately decided that changing the morphological description of a 
Rock Alignment to be less restrictive, not more restrictive was beneficial to site 
recordation as a whole.  This will give the site recorder freedom to record various types 
of Rock Alignments and document what they observed on the recordation forms.  After 
testing, the morphological description of a Rock Alignment was adjusted to include 
“curved” arrangements.  The Rock Alignment Supplemental Form was not edited.   
If a field archaeologist observes an alignment, they need to list this on the Rock 
Feature Recordation Form and document the alignment on the Rock Alignment 
Supplemental Form.  A clear and detailed explanation for why they recorded the 
alignment needs to be included in the “Additional Notes” column.  Clear photographic 
documentation and GIS maps depicting the alignment should be included with the 
recordation forms to aid in future research. 
Overall, Dichotomous Key #2 was successful and upon application led to a 
conclusion of origin for each feature tested.  While none of the features tested had mating 
surfaces that were entirely flat, it was realized upon observation of naturally occurring 
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rock formations in the surrounding landscape that the possibility of encountering a 
feature with a flat mating surface was probable (see Figure 8).  After testing, it was 
decided that Question 3 needed editing to account for a feature with this characteristic 
and the words “or flat” were added.   
One Talus Pit was interpreted as likely natural and no human-made Talus Pits 
were identified in the test area.  Further tests are recommended to determine if the Talus 
Pit identification methods work as intended.  Application of these methods at a site with 
documented human-made Talus Pits may identify any flaws or needed improvements to 
the methodology. 
Overall, Dichotomous Key #3 worked as intended, but after completion of field-
testing it was realized that the key was not as objective as initially anticipated and 
changes were needed (see below).  Out of the 40 formations tested, one formation (RF33) 
was interpreted as recently constructed because it exhibited an unweathered red color and 
no lichen growth on the topside of the positioned rock.  During fieldwork, a sample of 
undisturbed rocks within the test area were removed from the ground and examined.  
Most of these examined rocks exhibited the same reddish coloring only on their buried 
sides (see Figure 13).  It is assumed that this reddish coloring fades to gray within a 
relatively short time (< 50 years) when exposed to the elements as no other human made 
rock features within the test area (likely constructed with rocks removed from the 
ground) exhibited this coloring.  The lack of lichen growth on the topside of the rock also 
suggested recent construction.  Additional research regarding rock coatings common to 
the study area would likely increase the confidence in using this method in the future.  
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Specifically, determining the time it takes for rock coatings to be removed from exposed 
rock surfaces would be beneficial. 
Lichen fusion was the most common method of ascribing antiquity, and while this 
characteristic was considered helpful, it was not as objective as hoped.  It was often 
difficult, or beyond the capabilities of this researcher to distinguish individual lichen 
thalli around the mating surfaces of the features.  This was because many rock features 
within the test area were covered with lichen to the extent that different thalli were 
growing together, forming a lichen crust covering the majority of the rock (see Figure 
12).  When individual lichen thalli could not be distinguished, the fusion of a single 
lichen species (based on color) was used.  This can obviously present issues with the 
validity of the lichen fusion test.  For example, if two separate rocks were used to 
construct a feature in the recent past and the mating surface of each rock exhibited the 
same species of lichen prior to construction, it could appear that “fusion” between the 
rocks existed, especially if the mating surfaces were tightly fitting.  
Unfamiliarity of lichen species and their individual growth rates also presents 
issues with the lichen fusion test.  Different species of lichen have different growth rates 
that can be affected by micro-environmental variability.  It is possible that fusion between 
rocks can occur in less than 50 years.  Because of these unknowns, dating features using 
this approach is ambiguous.  More research on the characteristics of lichen species 
commonly found in the study area is needed to further clarify this dating method.       
Beyond the issues discussed above, challenges in lichen fusion identification due 
to awkward angles and shadows were experienced during testing.  Lichen thalli can be 
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small in diameter and hard to see, especially when positioned close to the ground or 
beneath rocks in shadowed areas.  It is suggested that a flashlight be used in low light 
environments to aid in lichen fusion identification.  Moss growth can also obscure the 
visibility of lichen fusion, especially if moss is covering the majority of the feature.  This 
characteristic was not seen within the test area, however; the possibility of encountering 
moss-covered features within the Upper Klamath Basin is possible.  This characteristic 
has been documented by Tomlin (2010) in the Columbia Plateau of Washington and by 
this researcher in the western flank of the Cascades in central Oregon. 
While vegetative debris accumulation was used to ascribe prehistoric or historic 
(>50 years) age to three features, it was decided after testing that this method needed 
editing to be more objective.  Prior to testing, Dichotomous Key #3, Question 1 did not 
specify the stage of decomposition vegetative debris must exhibit, or a minimum quantity 
that must to be observed in order to be used as an age indicator.  Because of this, 
subjective reasoning was used during testing and only features exhibiting substantial 
amounts (>5 cm) of easily identifiable, significantly decomposed debris were ascribed 
prehistoric or historic ages. 
Based on observations from field-testing, it was decided that only significantly 
decomposed vegetative debris would be used as an age indicator.  This is based on the 
assumption that it takes many years for vegetative matter to breakdown within the study 
area.  A minimum depth requirement of 5 centimeters was also added.  The purpose of 
this measurement is to ensure that field archaeologists have a sufficient amount of 
material to make a definitive positive identification.  Deposits less than 5 centimeters 
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deep may be difficult to identify as significantly decomposed.  Sediment accumulation 
was also added to the key as an indicator of age.  It is assumed that within the study area, 
it typically takes many years for sediment to accumulate against or on top of a feature 
after it has been constructed.  A minimum depth requirement of 5 centimeters was also 
added for sediment accumulation to aid in identification and limit the amount of 
subjectivity in the identification process.     
Despite attempts to be as objective as possible in development of the recording 
system, it became evident after testing that not all questions within the Dichotomous 
Keys are entirely objective.  Overall, the classifications of feature types presented in 
Dichotomous Key #1 are well defined and work as intended, however; it became clear 
that objectively classifying a Rock Alignment is difficult.  Questions in other keys leave 
room for subjectivity as well, despite attempts to make them objective.  For example, in 
Dichotomous Key #2, field archaeologists must decide if the rocks comprising a feature 
have “drastically different” vesicular patterns.  In Dichotomous Key #3, they must decide 
if the plants seen in association with a feature are “mature” and “slow-growing.”  It is the 
feeling of this researcher that some subjective reasoning in the recording process is 
acceptable because the “Additional Notes” columns on the recordation forms provide 
space for explanation.  If a decision to record a rock feature comes down subjective 
reasoning while applying the Dichotomous Keys, the site recorder should document why 
they made their decision based on the evidence presented to them.  
If the field archaeologist is unsure about the origin of a rock formation after 
application of the Dichotomous Keys, it is recommended that they consider aspects the 
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surrounding landscape when deciding to record or not record the formation as a cultural 
rock feature.  As noted by Hildebrandt et al. (2015:46), the presence of human-made rock 
features in close proximity to the formation in question may indicate a cultural origin.  
Also, if the formation is found on a landform known ethnographically as a location where 
rock features were often constructed, this should be considered as well.  Due to the 
significance of rock features in some tribal cultures, it is recommended that field 
archaeologists err on the side of caution and document ambiguous features.  This was the 
underlying approach of the system proposed in this thesis, which attempted to be 
objective, but was designed more to avoid missing human-made features than to avoid 
recording non-human or recent human-constructed rock formations.	
Overall, the Rock Feature Recordation Form worked as intended, providing space 
to document important aspects of the features and immediate landscape.  However, after 
field-testing it was decided that recording the number of courses each feature exhibited 
should be required.  The purpose of this change was to keep the recording process 
consistent between features and provide additional documentation regarding feature size.  
During testing, courses were only recorded for larger features (RF20, RF24, RF25, RF30) 
and documented in the “Additional Notes” column.  For the final draft field guide, 
“courses” was added to the “Rock Count” column.  During testing, the form did not seem 
too lengthy or cumbersome.  Measurement schemes for most of the features are relatively 
simple, but for larger features (i.e., Rock Ring (Type 2) features, Rock Walls, U-Shaped 
Features) the recordation form often needed key review to ensure the documentation 
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matched the measurement parameters.  Because no Rock Alignments were recorded, the 
ease of use of the Rock Alignment Supplemental Form was not determined.    
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CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Hopefully, the significance of this thesis extends beyond the pages of this 
manuscript.  The immediate goal of this project is to aid in the identification and 
recordation of rock features found in the Upper Klamath Basin, and in turn increase the 
protection and preservation of an often underappreciated but significant archaeological 
site type.  The overall intent of this thesis is to consider rock features in the context of all 
cultural resources, and use the Gerber Recreation Area as an example that might be 
applicable to other areas facing similar challenges.  This chapter first discusses the 
successes and challenges of this thesis followed by a discussion of management strategies 
for rock feature sites within the Gerber Recreation Area.   
A goal of this project was to highlight the significance of rock features, both 
culturally and archaeologically.  This thesis not only highlighted the significance of rock 
features in traditional Klamath and Modoc culture, but also brought to attention current 
tribal concerns and viewpoints.  It also emphasized the significance of rock features in an 
archaeological context by making a connection between cultural significance and the 
need for improved identification and recordation methods.  Hopefully, the synthesis of 
ethnographic and archaeological literature review presented in this thesis will aid future 
rock feature researchers. 
The development and testing of the rock feature recording system outlined in this 
thesis has shown that it is well-suited for recording rock features found in the vicinity of 
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site 35KL3751.  It is likely useful across the larger area of the Upper Klamath Basin, 
where similar basalt landforms and rock features types are found.  However, outside the 
traditional territories of the Klamath and Modoc and beyond the basalt landscapes of 
south-central Oregon and northeastern California, these methods may need adjustment to 
account for changing geology and traditional practices of local cultural groups.   
Overall, the system is clear, concise, and should be easy to use by a formally 
trained field archaeologist.  It is the belief of this researcher that this system is the most 
comprehensive to date for the identification and recordation of rock features in south-
central Oregon and northeastern California.  Formatting the Dichotomous Keys to be 
objective rather than subjective was challenging.  Subjectivity ultimately plays a role 
while using the system, but overall the Dichotomous Keys limit individual perceptions 
and biases from dictating end results.   
The future success of the guide ultimately rests on its use in the field by cultural 
resource managers.  Its intended purpose is to aid federal agencies, private archaeological 
contracting firms and tribal heritage programs during cultural resource surveys.  The 
guide has not been used by anyone other than this researcher, so its ease of use by other 
field archaeologists is unknown.  How the guide will be received by archaeologists and 
tribal members is also unknown.  Tribal participation would likely have presented 
valuable insights during background research and development of the field guide, 
however; recent ethnographic studies by Dr. Douglas Deur provided some valuable 
information regarding contemporary tribal insights.  A copy of this thesis along with the 
final draft Rock Feature Field Guide will be distributed to the Lakeview District and 
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Klamath Falls Resource Area BLM offices as well as the Klamath Tribes.  Hopefully, the 
guide will be well received and utilized during fieldwork.         
 
Recent Land Use and CRM Strategies in the Gerber Recreation Area 
 
Over the past decade, land management and energy development projects within 
the Gerber Recreation Area have led to increased discussions regarding the management 
of cultural resources on public lands in the Upper Klamath Basin (e.g., Deur 2016; 
Hildebrandt et al. 2015).  Figure 27 presents a map of the Gerber Recreation Area.  
Discussions have frequently focused on the protection and preservation of rock feature 
sites, due to the difficulties in identification and their spiritual and symbolic significance 
to native groups of the area (e.g., Deur 2016; Haynal 2000; Hildebrandt et al. 2015).  
Rock features can easily be disturbed by cattle grazing, mechanized equipment, fire, and 
recreational activities.  Due to the large number of rock feature sites in the Gerber 
Recreation Area, avoidance during landscape-level land management projects is difficult.  
The Klamath Tribes are concerned with the protection of these features and the 
preservation of the landscape in which they are found (Deur 2016; Haynal 2000).  The 
remainder of this chapter will detail traditional methods for managing cultural resources 
in the Gerber Recreation Area, investigate alternative strategies, and discuss the 
challenges associated with these approaches. 
Since the 1980s, the BLM’s mission for the Recreation Area has focused on the 
management of timber, fuels reduction, range, wildlife, recreation, and cultural resources  
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Figure 27. The Gerber Recreation Area (Bureau of Land Management 2018:2). 
 
(Beckham 2000).  Selective timber harvesting has helped support the local logging 
industry for the last four decades, and timber sales remain a common occurrence.  Over 
the last 30 years, fuels reduction/habitat improvement projects have increased, including 
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the systematic removal of juniper trees and prescribed under-burning to reduce the 
amount of combustible material (Beckham 2000). 
Over the past decade, projects within the Recreation Area have included multiple, 
landscape-level juniper removal projects and the construction of the Ruby Pipeline, 
which was put into service in 2011.  The Ruby Pipeline is a 678-mile-long, 42-inch-
diameter natural gas pipeline that begins near Opal, Wyoming, and ends near Malin, 
Oregon (Bureau of Land Management 2013).  The pipeline crosses approximately 368 
miles of federal land, including the southern portion of the Gerber Recreation Area 
(Bureau of Land Management 2013).  Construction of the Ruby Pipeline had significant 
impacts to the physical environment and led to the disturbance and destruction of cultural 
sites along its right of way (Deur 2016:250; Hildebrandt et al. 2015:1).  Impacts to 
cultural sites within the ceded lands of the Klamath Tribes caused tension between the 
Tribes and land managing agencies.   
The management of cultural resources is a priority to the BLM’s mission and 
imperative to retaining a positive relationship with the Tribes (Beckham 2000).  
According to Sara Boyko, Klamath Falls BLM Archaeologist (personal communication 
2016), land managers have been involved and interested in protecting archaeological sites 
and culturally significant places within the Gerber Recreation Area.  Boyko notes that 
numerous archaeological sites have been recorded and successfully avoided during 
projects within the Gerber Recreation Area, including many rock feature sites. 
Traditionally, the strategy for managing cultural resource sites within the 
Recreation Area has involved the establishment of a boundary around each individual 
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site.  Oregon State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) guidelines state that a single rock 
feature can be recorded as an archaeological site (Oregon Parks and Recreation 
Department 2016).  A site boundary not only defines the geographic extent of artifacts 
and features, but also the area of land that is potentially protected and preserved based on 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 guidelines (Seifert et al. 1997).  
For archaeological sites, a boundary encircles the artifacts or features comprising the site.  
Sometimes a buffer, or a piece of land that extends beyond the archaeological remains is 
included inside the site boundary.  The purpose of the buffer is to provide space between 
the artifacts or features and the potentially destructive activities that may occur beyond 
the site boundary.  Based on archaeological site recordation conducted by this researcher 
for Forest Service and BLM projects in Oregon, buffers within site boundaries commonly 
extend 10-20 feet beyond the archaeological remains of a site.  A buffer can also be 
applied outside a designated site boundary and not included within the site itself.  In these 
instances, a buffer can be applied prior to a land management project and be various 
distances appropriate for the type of project being implemented.   
Whenever there is a proposed action (land management activity or undertaking) 
that involves ground-disturbance in the Recreation Area, NHPA Section 106 mandates a 
heritage review.  This review investigates the possible adverse effects the proposed action 
may have on the cultural resources found within the project’s area of potential effects 
(APE).  Often as part of this review, an archaeological survey is conducted within the 
APE to identify previously undiscovered cultural resources and relocate known sites.  
Sites that are listed, eligible or potentially eligible to the National Register then have 
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boundaries established and are often avoided, while lands outside the designated site 
boundaries, including ineligible sites, can be affected by the proposed undertaking.   
While this strategy provides some protection to the tangible archeological remains 
found on the landscape, it does little to protect culturally sensitive areas with no tangible 
artifacts or features found between sites.  Also, while some insight into the cultural 
history of the area is gleaned from this strategy, the significance of the broader landscape 
for which these sites are found is often overlooked.  This is because no research is needed 
regarding the cultural significance of the landscape or connectivity and commonality 
between sites when using this approach.  A broader landscape-level recording and 
management strategy involving the designation of traditional cultural properties (TCPs) 
or districts may provide more insight, interest and protection for the archeological sites 
and culturally significant lands within in the Gerber Recreation Area.      
 
Alternative Strategies: Traditional Cultural Properties and Districts 
  
An alternative to managing rock features as archaeological sites is to manage 
them within Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs).  Parker and King (1997:1) describe a 
TCP as a property that is directly connected to the practices, beliefs and continued 
cultural identity of a living community.  These properties can be eligible to the National 
Register of Historic Places based on the criteria outlined in Bulletin 38 (Parker and King 
1997).  Unlike archaeological sites that include tangible remains, a TCP does not need to 
include historic buildings, structures, or archaeological objects as long as it is a physical 
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location on the landscape that is significant to a specific cultural group.  The tradition 
associated with the place, and the continued cultural practices connected to the location 
are what make the property significant.   
In traditional Klamath and Modoc culture, the landscape itself was a source of 
spiritual enlightenment and power (Haynal 2000:174; Ray 1963:21; Theodoratus et al. 
1990:3).  Traditionally, the Klamath and Modoc often constructed rock features for 
spiritual or ceremonial purposes, creating a connection between the practice of rock 
feature construction and the geographic location.  Thus, it could be argued that the 
significance of areas within the Gerber Recreation Area lies within the landscape, and not 
necessarily from the physical archaeological remains themselves.  
Deur (2016:260) notes that the protection of the landscape adjacent to ceremonial 
rock feature sites is important to some Klamath tribal members, who “seek to protect not 
only the integrity of the site, but also of the practices associated with it.”  Deur 
(2016:260) also notes that while archaeological rock feature sites are sometimes visited 
by current tribal members seeking locations with physical evidence of traditional 
ceremonial practice, other places without rock features are visited for ritualistic purposes 
as well.  Also, during visitation to significant locations, rock features are not always 
constructed.  
To many Klamath tribal traditionalists, rock features are seen as the physical 
markers that represent the spiritual significance of the broader landscape (Deur 2016).  If 
tribal members could ascribe this significance to specific locations within the Gerber 
Recreation Area, and if these places were evaluated as eligible to the National Register, it 
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could be possible to nominate these locations as TCPs.  Traditional cultural properties 
could also be included into a broader historic district.  Establishment of TCPs within the 
Recreation Area could add to the protection of places connected to the continued cultural 
identity of the Klamath Tribes.  
Another alternative strategy would involve the use of National Register districts.  
Andrus and Shrimpton (1997:5) define districts as possessing “a significant 
concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united 
historically or aesthetically by plan or physical development.”  A district can be 
composed of historic objects, prehistoric remains, sites, or a combination of resources 
(Andrus and Shrimpton 1997).  Traditional cultural properties, sites or objects that do not 
exhibit archaeological remains can be incorporated into districts as well.  The 
significance of a district is derived from the unity between the resources found within it, 
and a grouping of cultural resources can be designated as a district based on their 
common components (Andrus and Shrimpton 1997).  The individual sites, objects and/or 
structures that comprise a district and that are listed in the National Register are referred 
to as “contributing resources” (National Park Service 1997:16).  These contributing 
resources add to the historic significance of the property and together form the district.  
The possibility of grouping contributing resources and designating an 
archaeological district within the Gerber Recreation Area may be achievable.  Many 
significant sites within the Recreation Area contain common feature and artifacts types 
and may be interconnected based on cultural affiliation or period of significance.  It may 
be possible through archaeological and ethnographic research to make these connections.  
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Deur (2016:312) notes that while districts are often composed of a single geographic 
area, they can also be discontinuous with discrete outer-boundaries.  Discontinuous 
districts are sometimes defined when individual resources are spatially separated, but 
related through period of use, site type, or cultural affiliation (National Park Service 
1997:6).  If sites within the Recreation Area are separated by distances that are 
unreasonable for a continuously-bounded district, a district with discrete boundaries may 
be appropriate.              
 
Challenges and Benefits 
 
Listed, eligible or potentially eligible archaeological sites and TCPs, along with 
listed districts are protected under the regulations set forth by the National Historic 
Preservation Act.  All of these property types require boundaries that designate the 
geographic extent that the property is to be managed (Seifert et al. 1997).  Concentrations 
of archaeological sites and culturally sensitive landscapes within the Gerber Recreation 
Area make cultural resource management a challenge, especially during large landscape-
level projects.  Mitigating the risks to these resources can be difficult, and better options 
may exist, including the designation of districts and TCPs.   
In this approach, boundaries can be established around areas containing 
contributing resources and stipulations put in place to mitigate the risk of resource 
damage within the boundary.  Deur (2016:214) notes that archaeological rock features 
recorded within the ceded lands of the Klamath Tribes may aid in delineating TCP 
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boundaries.  However, defining a TCP or district boundary is often complex with many 
factors to consider, including the type of traditional use documented at the location, 
importance of viewshed, and connectivity between sites.  Within the ceded lands of the 
Klamath Tribes, jurisdiction could complicate boundary designations as contributing 
resources may span across public and private land (Deur 2016:214).  Some landowners 
may not be interested in pursuing formal nominations for potential contributing 
resources.   
Concerns regarding cultural sensitivities and confidentiality of locations can also 
make definition of a boundary complicated (Parker and King 1997:19).  In some 
instances, a cultural group may want the specific location or nature of the property in 
question kept confidential.  This can create issues not only with initial identification, but 
also with acquiring information to make a formal nomination possible.  A discussion of 
confidentiality issues that may be encountered with the Klamath Tribes is beyond the 
scope of this thesis effort, however, these issues should be considered when pursing TCP 
or district nominations.      
Stipulations drafted into planning documents like cultural resource management 
plans can set parameters for the types of land management activities that can occur within 
the bounded space of the district or TCP.  Possible stipulations could include limiting 
access to heavy machinery, regulations for prescribed burning, excluding cattle grazing, 
or closing roads to limit recreational visitors.  Stipulations regarding adverse visual 
impacts associated with the construction of transmission lines and pipelines may also be 
possible.  Along with potentially simplifying the management of densely concentrated 
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sites, the designation of archaeological districts or TCPs could also give the Klamath 
Tribes or other concerned parties leverage when negotiating locations for large, 
landscape-level projects.  
 However, identifying and evaluating a TCP’s eligibility to the National Register 
can be difficult and expensive.  NPS Bulletin 38 states that a TCP must contribute to the 
continued cultural identity of a living community (Parker and King 1997).  This means 
that a property may only be eligible if there is sufficient evidence connecting a continued 
cultural practice to the property in question.  Making these connections often takes 
extensive consultation, including ethnographic research, interview programs and 
fieldwork.  Parker and King (1997:11) refer to this process as evaluating the “integrity of 
relationship.”  Integrity of relationship assesses the connection between the property itself 
and the beliefs and practices that make it significant.  The “integrity of condition” must 
also be assessed.  This is an evaluation of the property’s physical environment that 
examines how changes or disturbances to that environment have affected the property’s 
continued use or perception (Parker and King 1997:12).  Both these aspects of integrity 
would need full investigation in the Gerber Recreation Area.  
 While the identification and evaluation process of TCPs adds expense to the 
Section 106 process, the benefits of incorporating these properties into management plans 
may streamline project reviews in the future and avoid costly litigation.  With 
participation and consultation between the BLM and the Klamath Tribes, it may be 
possible to identify and/or nominate traditionally significant places within the Gerber 
Recreation Area as TCPs.  The consultation needed for this process may have additional 
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benefits for improving the working relationship of the BLM and the Klamath Tribes.  It is 
imperative that an appropriate level of effort be put into identification and consultation 
and that these procedures be integrated into the heritage planning and project review 
process.  If a formal determination of eligibility cannot be completed due to 
confidentially concerns of the Tribes or other issues, the land managing agency should 
retain locational information and consider these sensitive places during future planning 
efforts.  Additional information about identifying, determining eligibility and 
documenting TCPs can be found in NPS Bulletin 38 (Parker and King 1997).  
The designation of districts may also be achievable, although there is a significant 
investment of time required for the nomination process.  Because districts are often based 
on tangible remains found on the landscape, and because there are places within the 
Recreation Area where significant archaeological sites are found in high density, it may 
be feasible to delineate district boundaries around these areas.  However, determining 
what National Register Criteria are applicable to these sites may be a challenge, due to 
the diverse landscape of the area and distance from the former reservation (Deur 2016: 
228).  Criterion A may be applicable if connections could be made to the Modoc War.  
Criterion D may be applicable in regards to archaeological significance and 
understanding of the landscape (Deur 2016:228).  If traditional cultural properties are 
identified and determined eligible to the National Register, these areas could also be 
incorporated into districts as contributing resources.  If a determination of eligibility has 
not been conducted for a TCP, it still may be incorporated into a district as a non-
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contributing resource.  Further information on this topic is detailed by Deur (2016), who 
discusses the application of the National Register criteria to ceremonial rock feature sites.    
For both TCP designations and district nominations, qualified personnel and 
funding to pay for their efforts would be needed.  Some success is already being achieved 
for districts.  According to Sara Boyko, Klamath Falls BLM Archaeologist (personal 
communication 2017), there are two areas within the Gerber Block currently going 
through the nomination process to become districts.  This is being undertaken as a partial 
mitigation for the impacts to cultural sites during construction of the Ruby Pipeline (Deur 
2016:228).  What is included in the districts and the degree to which they protect the 
interests of the Klamath Tribes is uncertain.  Boyko (personal communication 2018) 
notes that the Klamath Falls BLM actively incorporates TCP surveys as part of the 
cultural resource review process for undertakings and routinely consults the Klamath 
Tribes on a project-by-project basis.  Information regarding existing TCPs within the 
Gerber Recreation Area is unknown.  
Hopefully, the Rock Feature Field Guide developed in this thesis can aid in the 
identification and recordation of rock feature sites within the Gerber Recreation Area and 
throughout the Upper Klamath Basin.  This guide can be used by cultural resource 
managers to broaden the knowledge of rock features and help preserve and protect an 
important aspect of regional cultural heritage.  An increased appreciation and awareness 
of rock features and the landscapes on which they are found could spur changes in the 
perception of land managers and transform the future management of these significant 
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sites.  A final draft of the Rock Feature Field Guide is still in development and will be 
submitted to the Klamath Falls BLM and Klamath Tribes when completed.  
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Appendix A: Names and Morphological Attributes of Common Rock Feature Types Found in the Upper Klamath Basin.  
Name of Feature Type Morphological Attributes of Feature Type 
Chartkoff 
(1983) Green (1987)  
Hildebrandt 
et al. (2015) Chartkoff (1983) Green (1987) Hildebrandt et al. (2015) 
- Stone Isolate 
  
Single Rock 
Placement 
- A single stone placed upon 
the ground surface or bedrock, 
whose location is the result of 
human activity. 
A single rock placed on top of a 
base rock. 
- Standing Stone - - A single, partially buried 
stone whose observable 
vertical dimension is at least 
twice its widest horizontal 
dimension.  
- 
- Perched Stone Wedge Rock 
Feature 
- A large stone supported from 
underneath by one or more 
non-contiguous stones. 
Slabs that are placed on a series of 
smaller base/wedge rocks, creating 
a flat surface that could have served 
as a seat, an altar to place offerings, 
or larger rocks placed on a series of 
smaller ones created for a different 
set of purposes.  
- - Propped Rock 
Feature 
- - Consist of one or more slabs tilted 
up against another rock.  
- Sculpted Stone - - Stones that are three 
dimensionally modified into 
abstract or recognizable 
forms. 
- 
Rock Stack Stone Stack Multiple Rock 
Placement 
One to four rocks piled on top 
of another on a larger rock that 
is usually embedded in the 
ground. 
Two or more stones placed 
one atop the other with only 
one stone supporting the stone 
above it. 
At least two rocks stacked upon one 
another.  They can include a single 
column of rocks or multiple 
columns creating a conical shape. 
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Appendix A: Names and Morphological Attributes of Common Rock Feature Types Found in the Upper Klamath Basin (continued) 
Name of Feature Type Morphological Attributes of Feature Type 
Chartkoff 
(1983) Green (1987)  
Hildebrandt 
et al. (2015) Chartkoff (1983) Green (1987) Hildebrandt et al. (2015) 
- Stone Pile Rock Mound - Two or more stones placed 
one atop the other (not 
stacked) so that the resultant 
vertical height is less than the 
average horizontal diameter. 
Composed of several rocks and are 
generally wider than they are high. 
Cairn Cairn Sheepherder 
Cairn 
A pile of rocks consisting of at 
least 6 rocks where each rock is 
supported by two or more lower 
rocks. 
Multi-stone based stone pile 
whose vertical height is equal 
to or greater than its average 
horizontal diameter.  
Quite large (composed of several 
dozen rocks) and situated along 
ridgelines so they can be viewed 
from great distances away. 
- - Rock Crib - - Typically composed of a circular 
configuration of hog wire fencing 
filled with multiple rocks. 
- - Rock Fence 
Post Support 
- - Clusters of rock used to support 
wooden posts for barbed wire 
fences.  
- - Survey/Claim 
Markers 
- - Mounded features that are often 
associated with historic-era artifacts 
- 
 
- Spoils Pile - - Large concentrations of rocks most 
commonly found next to cleared 
agricultural fields or associated 
with old mining operations.  
- - Trail Marker - - Typically include a limited number 
of rocks stacked upon one another 
by trails. 
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Appendix A: Names and Morphological Attributes of Common Rock Feature Types Found in the Upper Klamath Basin (continued) 
Name of Feature Type Morphological Attributes of Feature Type 
Chartkoff 
(1983) Green (1987)  
Hildebrandt 
et al. (2015) Chartkoff (1983) Green (1987) Hildebrandt et al. (2015) 
- Pedestalled Feature - - A stone feature (cairn, stack 
or pile) placed upon a 
platform composed of a much 
larger single stone or a 
platform of stacked stones.  
- 
Rock 
Alignment 
Alignments Rock 
Alignment 
Dry-laid masonry features that 
do not form enclosures. They 
form straight or gently curving 
walls, but are physically 
unconnected to other features 
and do not form parts of 
structures, enclosures, or prayer 
seats. 
Linear arrangements of non-
contiguous stones or stone 
features. 
Can range from subtle lines of 
stones with significant gaps 
between them to contiguous 
alignments resembling rock walls. 
- Stone Wall Rock Wall - A stone pile or cairn whose 
longitudinal magnitude 
exceeds its width by more 
than four times.  Walls may 
be linear, curvilinear, or 
angular. 
- 
Hearth 
Ring 
- Hearth Ring of contiguous rocks. - Small circular features that range 
from rather simple, discontinuous 
accumulations of rocks to more 
formal, multiple- course features.  
- - Communal 
Oven 
- - Circular stone-lined pit features, 
with multiple rocks stacked on top 
of one another along their 
perimeters.  
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Appendix A: Names and Morphological Attributes of Common Rock Feature Types Found in the Upper Klamath Basin (continued) 
Name of Feature Type Morphological Attributes of Feature Type 
Chartkoff 
(1983) Green (1987)  
Hildebrandt 
et al. (2015) Chartkoff (1983) Green (1987) Hildebrandt et al. (2015) 
- Stone Ring  
(Type 1) 
Rock Ring - A circular or roughly circular 
arrangement of contiguous 
stones whose resultant 
diameter is less than ten 
meters.  
Simple rock rings representing a 
cleared area to multiple-course 
walls with formal door openings. 
- Stone Ring (Type 2) Rock Ring - A circular or roughly circular 
arrangement of non-
contiguous stones whose 
resultant diameter is less than 
ten meters.  
Simple rock rings representing a 
cleared area to multiple-course 
walls with formal door openings. 
Rock 
Circle 
Stone Circle - Composed of rocks laid in a 
circle in such a way that the 
individual rocks do not touch 
each other. 
Five or more non-contiguous 
stones, stone features or a 
combination of both situated 
equidistant from some central 
point, the resultant diameter 
of which is at least ten meters.  
- 
- Stone Wheel - - A circular or roughly circular 
arrangement of contiguous 
stones, whose resultant 
diameter is at least ten meters.  
Wheels may or may not 
incorporate radiants in their 
construction. 
- 
- Stone Radiant - - Three or more alignments of 
contiguous stones that extend 
outward from a central 
common point. 
- 
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Appendix A: Names and Morphological Attributes of Common Rock Feature Types Found in the Upper Klamath Basin (continued) 
Name of Feature Type Morphological Attributes of Feature Type 
Chartkoff 
(1983) Green (1987)  
Hildebrandt 
et al. (2015) Chartkoff (1983) Green (1987) Hildebrandt et al. (2015) 
- Stone Effigy 
Arrangement 
- - An arrangement of stones, the 
resultant outline of which 
represents a human being or 
animal. 
- 
Tsektels or 
Prayer Seat 
Stone Enclosure 
(Type 1) 
U-Shaped 
Structure 
A three-sided or semi-circular 
enclosure. 
A low, roofless, semicircular 
wall of contiguous stones.  
Enclosures never exceed four 
meters in any horizontal 
dimension. 
Often U-shaped.  They also can be 
circular in configuration. Most are 
composed of multiple courses of 
rocks.  
- Stone Enclosure 
(Type 2) 
- - A space of any size enclosed 
by irregularly piling stones 
around its perimeter. The 
enclosure's perimeter may 
include natural stone 
outcroppings.   
- 
- - Defensive 
Structure 
- - Quite large and composed of a 
series of inter-connected rock walls. 
- Stone Pit Talus Pit - An excavated area, floored 
and walled with stones. 
Typically built into basalt rim rock 
or on adjacent talus slopes. Circular 
in configuration, usually less than 2 
meters in diameter, with a hard 
bottom. 
- Stone Chamber - - A subterranean enclosure 
walled and roofed with stones. 
- 
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Appendix A: Names and Morphological Attributes of Common Rock Feature Types Found in the Upper Klamath Basin (continued) 
Name of Feature Type Morphological Attributes of Feature Type 
Chartkoff 
(1983) Green (1987)  
Hildebrandt 
et al. (2015) Chartkoff (1983) Green (1987) Hildebrandt et al. (2015) 
- Stone Pavement - - A horizontally oriented 
contiguity of stones whose 
horizontal dimensions exceed 
its height or depth by at least 
five times. 
- 
- Cluster - - A non-contiguous 
concentration of stones in a 
specific defined area. 
- 
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Appendix B. Completed Rock Feature Recordation Form from Test Site 35KL3751 
Feature 
# Type Age  
Age 
Indicator Landform View 
Rock 
Count 
Rock 
Sizes Condition 
Part of an 
Alignment? Measurements Additional Notes 
F1 RP P/H LF Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
 
31 Boulders Undisturbed No2 49 x 36 x 38 cm Top rock has a 
drastically different 
vesicular pattern. 
F2 SRP P/H LF Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed No 36 x 29 x 29 cm  
F3 SRP P/H LF Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed No 43 x 31 x 27 cm  
F4 SRP P/H LF Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed No 43 x 31 x 27 cm Undetermined origin 
F5 MRP P/H LF, VDA Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
4 Cobbles, 
boulders 
Undisturbed No 86 x 34 x 16 cm Undetermined origin 
F6 SRP P/H LF Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
 
1 Boulder Undisturbed No 43 x 19 x 17 cm Long axis of 
positioned rock may 
align with prominent 
landform in the 
distance (Carr Butte). 
F7 SRP U - Rim 
rock/talus 
S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed No 39 x 34 x 29 cm  
F8 MRP U - Rim 
rock/talus 
S, SW, 
W 
2 Boulders Undisturbed No 39 x 29 x 22 cm Rocks are propped. 
F9 RP P/H LF Rim 
rock/talus 
S, SW, 
W 
5 Cobbles, 
boulders 
Undisturbed No 37 x 59 x 37 cm  
1 After field-testing, courses was added to table for mandatory recordation.  Courses were not recorded for the majority of features during testing.  
2 “Possible” Rock Alignments observed during testing were not recorded with the Rock Alignment Supplemental Form in the field because they did not meet 
the criteria in place at that time.  Instead, they were noted on this form, mapped in GIS after testing and discussed in the results section of the thesis.		 	
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Appendix B. Completed Rock Feature Recordation Form from Test Site 35KL3751 (continued) 
Feature 
# Type Age  
Age 
Indicator Landform View 
Rock 
Count 
Rock 
Sizes Condition 
Part of an 
Alignment? Measurements Additional Notes 
F10 RS P/H LF Rim 
rock/talus 
S, SW, 
W 
 
2 Boulders Undisturbed No 42 x 39 x 29 cm Top rock has 
drastically different 
lichen coverage. 
F11 RP P/H LF Rim 
rock/talus 
S, SW, 
W 
6 Boulders Undisturbed No 69 x 49 x 37 cm  
F12 SRP U - Rocky flat S, SW, 
W 
1 Cobble Undisturbed No 15 x 16 x 13 cm Drastically different 
vesicular pattern 
between base rock 
and positioned rock. 
F13 RRT2 P/H LF, VDA, 
VG 
Rocky flat S, SW, 
W 
≈120 Cobbles, 
boulders 
Undisturbed No 100 x 35 x 
(770/680) cm 
Mature sagebrush 
growing against rocks 
and accumulation of 
vegetative debris 
within the feature. 
F14 SRP P/H LF Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
1 Cobble Undisturbed No 15 x 15 x 17 cm  
F15 SRP P/H LF Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed No 46 x 41 x 30 cm  
F16 RP P/H VDA Rim rock S, SW, 
W 
7 Boulders Undisturbed No 68 x 45 x 26 cm  
F17 USF P/H LF Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
≈40 Cobbles, 
boulders 
Undisturbed No 450 x 75 x 60 
cm 
Four courses high at 
tallest point. 
Maximum horizontal 
dimension 3.3 meters. 
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Appendix B. Completed Rock Feature Recordation Form from Test Site 35KL3751 (continued) 
Feature 
# Type Age  
Age 
Indicator Landform View 
Rock 
Count 
Rock 
Sizes Condition 
Part of an 
Alignment? Measurements Additional Notes 
F18 RP P/H LF Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
3 Boulders Undisturbed Possible 35 x 34 x 30 cm Different lichen 
between rocks. 
F19 Out 
of 
key 
U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
4 Boulders Undisturbed Possible 88 x 41 x 40 cm A Rock Pile and 
Single Rock 
Placement positioned 
less than 50 
centimeters apart on 
the same base rock. 
F20 Out 
of 
key 
P/H LF Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
4 Boulders Undisturbed Possible 82 x 62 x 32 cm A Rock Pile and 
Single Rock 
Placement positioned 
less than 50 
centimeters apart on 
the same base rock. 
F21 RW P/H LF Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
12 Boulders Disturbed 
(partially 
collapsed) 
Possible 400 x 45 x 40 
cm 
Two courses high at 
the tallest point. 
F22 RW P/H LF Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
18 Cobbles, 
boulders 
Disturbed 
(partially 
collapsed) 
Possible 320 x 30 x 35 
cm 
Five courses high at 
the tallest point.  May 
be part of a larger, 
segmented rock wall 
w/ F18, F19, F20, 
F21.  
F23 MRP U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
2 Cobbles Undisturbed No 14 x 10 x 8 cm Possibly formed by 
rock fall. 
F24 SRP U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed No 35 x 31 x 19 cm  
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Appendix B. Completed Rock Feature Recordation Form from Test Site 35KL3751 (continued) 
Feature 
# Type Age  
Age 
Indicator Landform View 
Rock 
Count 
Rock 
Sizes Condition 
Part of an 
Alignment? Measurements Additional Notes 
F25 SRP U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed No 27 x 24 x 10 cm Drastically different 
vesicular pattern 
between base rock 
and positioned rock. 
F26 Out 
of 
key 
U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
9 Cobbles, 
boulders 
Disturbed 
(modified or 
rock fall) 
No 77 x 79 x 20 cm A Rock Pile and 
Rock Stack 
positioned less than 
50 centimeters apart 
on the same base 
rock.  
 
One rock may have 
fallen from upslope 
along an animal trail.  
This rock exhibits a 
reddish color. 
F27 RRT2 P/H LF, VG Rocky 
slope 
S, SW ≈100 Cobbles, 
boulders 
Undisturbed No 100 x 40 x 
(420/610) cm 
Flat rock positioned 
near the center of the 
ring’s interior. 
 
Little vegetation 
growth within the 
ring’s interior. 
 
Four courses high at 
the tallest point. 
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Appendix B. Completed Rock Feature Recordation Form from Test Site 35KL3751 (continued) 
Feature 
# Type Age  
Age 
Indicator Landform View 
Rock 
Count 
Rock 
Sizes Condition 
Part of an 
Alignment? Measurements Additional Notes 
F28 RS P/H LF Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
2 Boulders Undisturbed No 48 x 44 x 28 cm Long axis of top rock 
may align with 
landform in the 
distance (Carr Butte). 
F29 SRP U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed Possible 43 x 28 x 22 cm  
F30 SRP U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed Possible 39 x 36 x 34 cm  
F31 MRP U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
2 Boulders Undisturbed Possible 99 x 54 x 30 cm Lichen coverage 
drastically different 
between rocks. 
F32 RP U - Rocky 
slope 
S, SW, 
W 
6 Cobbles, 
boulders 
Disturbed 
(partially 
collapsed) 
Possible 82 x 36 x 52 cm A rock appears to 
have fallen from the 
pile. 
F33 RS U - Rocky flat S, SW, 
W 
2 Boulders Undisturbed Possible 63 x 69 x 52 cm Due to a concave-
convex mating 
surface between the 
base rock and the 
bottom rock of the 
stack, the bottom 
rock may have 
exfoliated from the 
base rock prior to 
construction. 
F34 SRP U - Rocky flat S, SW, 
W 
1 Boulder Undisturbed Possible 31 x 31 x 25 cm  
 
